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Valenee band modelling in AlGaAs heterostructures 
Introduetion 

Nowadays AlxGa1_xAs technology offers the production of an almest infinite variety of 

heterostructures. At the IRC, a FORTRAN computer program was available to do theoretica! 

calculations on n-type samples using an effective mass approach. Such theoretica! 

calculations serve at least two causes. First, they give the opportunity to get an idea of the 

physical properties befere entering the growth phase and second, they are a useful tooi to 

explain optical and sleetrical measurements. Valenee band modelling was not implicitly 

included but was performed by adjusting the electron effective mass to the hole effective mass 

and changing the band offsets. This is however a very poor valenee band model. Since the 

majority of the samples concerned n-type samples, there was no real reasen to imprave it. A 

joint project with the Univarsity of Nottingham on [311]-grown p-type samples however 

demanded an improved valenee band model. 

Theoretica! calculations on these structures are usually performed within an effective mass 

approach, where the difficult-to-handle periadie field due to the pressnee of the crystal lattics 

is accounted for by an effective mass tensor. For electrens one now simply has to solve a 

Schrödinger equation in which the periadie field has been omitted and where the electron 

effective mass has been replaced by an effective mass. However, the situation is a little more 

complicated for valenee band states. Effective mass theory starts by writing the wavetunetion 

as an expansion in so called envelope functions, slowly varying functions on atomie scale, 

multiplied by band edge solutions of the original bulk Hamiltonian. Si nee this is a complete set, 

any wavetunetion can be expanded this way. lnstead of solving for the wavetunetion itself, we 

are now solving for the envelope functions. The bare essence of effective mass theory is to 

only include band edge solutions which are close in energy to the energy region of interest 

and include the effect of the ether bands, the so called remote bands, by a perturbation 

method. We now immediately see why valenee band modelling is more complex than 

conduction band modelling. Since the conduction band is well separated from all ether bands 

and is non-degenerata when spin is neglected, one ends up with solving just one envelope 

tunetion: the well known effective mass equation for electrons. Due to the threefold 

degeneracy of the valenee band (sixfold if one includes spin) consisting of a heavy, light and 

a split-off hole band, one needs to solve for more than one envelope tunetion in the valenee 

band case. As the split-off band as wellas the conduction band are well separated from the 

heavy and light hole bands in AlxGa1_xAs, we assume an expansion in just these heavy and 

light hole bands to be sufficient. We end up having to solve the so called four band Luttinger 

Hamiltonian, a set of four coupled differential equations. 
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lt turns out that the valenee band energy dispersion relations exhibit a number of interesting 

features which are unknown to the conduction band. We will see that bandmixing effectively 

influences the valenee band dispersion relations and causes them to be highly non-parabalie 

as well as sample geometry dependent Dispersion relations and band edge eigenvalues turn 

out to be highly dependent on the growth direction. We also see that the spin degeneracy is 

lifted tor non-symmetrie structures. 

Bandstructure calculations on flat band quanturn we lis tor the growth directions [001 ], [11 0], 

[111] and [31 0] revealed to be in excellent agreement with calculations presented in literature, 

establishing the validity of the routines and the salution method. Full salt-consistent solutions 

tor both a heterojunction and a quanturn well with a prefixed amount of charge also proved 

to be in good agreement with literature, although the heterojunction case at a hole density of 

5.1015 m·2 showed ditterences of about one milli-electronvolt in the quantisation energies of 

the higher levels. The latter ditterences where linked to an approximation used tor the hole 

distribution which is expected to be negligibis when applied to quantumwells or heterojunctions 

when at lower holes density. 

The range of possible growth directions was then extended to [311 ], this growth direction 

being of particular importance since recent developments in growth techniques proved it to 

be possible to grow good quality hole devices on [311] substrates. The [311] calculations in 

this work are expected to be the very first [311] calculations, at the time of writing no literature 

being known which features this particular growth direction. Self-consistent calculations were 

performed on two [311]-grown p-type samples. The calculated densities in both samples were 

in quite reasanabie agreement with experiment, differing by about 30% from measured val u es 

and verifying the program's capabilities to predict hole densities by only using growth 

parameters like sample geometry and impurity concentrations. Unfortunately 

photoluminescence data was not available at the time to check the calculated interband 

separations. 
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Chapter 1 : Theory 

1.1 : Bandstructure in semiconductors 

Knowledge of the bandstructure is of key importance when it comes to explaining sleetrical 

and optical properties. Electrans and holes in a crystal are only allowed to have certain 

energies which depend on the velocity, or to be more 

"----' 

• • 
exact of the momenturn 'hk, and farm energy bands 

E(k). The farm of these energy bands and their 

position with respect to the Fermi energy determine 

not only the fundamental ditterences between 

semiconductors and metals but also rule 

characteristics like carrier densities, exciton excitation 

energies or cyclotron resonance frequencies, the latter 

two being a tunetion of the curvature of the energy 

bands. The general farm of the energy bands in bulk 

semiconductors is given in fig.1. We see that the 

bandstructure consists of a conduction band plus a 

heavy, light and split-off hole band which are well 

t r6 ~ conduction band 

E I El 

rs ~ heavyhole 
light hole 

r, 
/:'\ split-off band 

• 
.......---.. lkl~ 

energy separated trom all other bands. 

Fig.1 : Typical bandstructure in bulk 
semiconductors. All levels are double 
degenerata due to spin. 

Th is work will be concemed with rnadelling AlxGa1_xAs structures. The tact that the energy gap 

in A~Ga1 _xAs depends on the Al concentratien makes it possible to design structures like 

quanturnwens or heterojunctions (fig.2) in which the electrans (holes) farm quantised states, 

the so called two dimensional electron (hole) gases, abbreviated to 2DEG (2DHG). 

1:::::::::::::::::::::1 AlGaAs Omducdon band 

~-··········· 'Quantised 

a) AIOaAs 

..................... ~ states 
__ __JI ..................... l Valeoc:e band 

b) /~Conductionband 
AIOaAs :::::::··· .. - Quantised 

.... -za 
GaAs states 

Fig.2 : a) GaAs sandwiched between AlGaAs forms 
quanturnwe/Is at the conduction as welf as valenee band 
b) n-type heterojunction. 
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The confinement torces the momenturn in the growth direction to take discrete values causing 

the tonnation of a number of discrete energy bands. For the conduction band, the shape of 

the energy bands can to a good approximation be described by a parabola (fig.3). One way 

of looking at this is by imagining them to be a cross-section of the original bulk conduction 

energy band at the particular value of the quantised momentum. The situation is a little bit 

more complicated tor the valenee band due to the tact that it consists of three separate bands, 

giving rise to quantised states associated with the light, heavy and split-off hole band. lt will 

turn out that interaction between these three bands cause the energy bands to become highly 

non-parabalie and anisotropic. We will also see that the valenee energy bands strongly 

depend on the choice of crystallographic direction as well as sample structure. 

Î 
E 

kperp-7 

4 Fig.3: General shape of the energy bands a 2DEG. Each band 
corresponds to a particu/ar quantised value of the momenturn 
in the growth direction, only the momenturn perpendicular to 
this growth direction can take continuous values. 

Two dimensional structures have considerable advantages over bulk structures and their 

various device applications, ranging trom very tast switching devices to semiconductor lasers, 

make these heterostructures the subject of active research. Whereas the technology to grow 

good quality 2DEG's has been resonably well established, it still proves to be ditticuit to 

fabricate good quality hole devices with mobilities comparable to their n-type counterparts. 

Recent developments in growth techniques however have shown that it is possible to grow 

very high mobility 2DHG's on non-conventional crystal directions, specifically [311]. This may 

cause p-type devices to regain some of the supremacy of the current n-type devices. The 

strong influence of the choice of growth direction might actually be a major advantage since 

it allows a choice in characteristics. lt has already been shown that the threshold current in 

[111]-grown quanturn lasers is lower than the, more common, [001] direction. These 

considerations and a recent collaboration with the Univarsity of Nottingham on p-type 

heterostructures called tor a theoretica! valenee band model. 
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1.2 : Properties of the bulk zone centre wavefunctlons 

We will first have a look at the bulk band edge solutions of the Schrödinger Hamiltonian, since 

they will become very important in next sections. Both the Kane model tor bulk as well as the 

Luttinger-Kohn envelope tunetion model use these band edge solutions to solve the 

bandstructure. 

To obtain the wavefunctions, one has to solve the following Schrödinger equation, 

H 1Jr(n=(Jt.__ + u + '!i [VUxp) ·a]1Jr(l) 
2mo 4roic2 

=( Ho + H •. o. )1Jr(l) 
(1) 

= E 1Jr(l) 

the first term in the Hamiltonian being the kinetic energy, the second the periadie field of the 

ions and the third the spin-orbit term, cr is the Pauli spin operator. 

For a bulk state the wavetunetion 'Jf can be written as a Bloch tunetion 'l'nk=e1krunk• unk being 

celi-periadie functions, i.e. unk(r)=unk(r+R) tor each lattice vector R. At the band edge, k=Q, 

'l'no=Uno so that 'l'no is a celi-periadie salution of (1 ). First we have a look at the solutions 

without spin-orbit interaction, ~un0=Enuno· Group theory te lis us that there are two degenerate 

solutions liSÎ) and liS.!.) tor the lowest conduction band, which have the same symmetry 

properties as molecular S orbitals. The arrows î and .!. designate the spin up and down 

functions. The highest valenee band edge has six degenerate solutions IXî), IYÎ), IZÎ), 

IX.!.), IV.!.), IZ.!.) having the same symmetry properties as molecular Px,y,z functions [1]. We 

now form linear combinations of these functions to make them simultaneous eigenfunctions 

of~ and ~.o.· One way of doing this is by diagonalising ~.o. in matrix form tor the S and Px.y,z 

set [2]. There is however a much taster procedure. 

The spin-orbit interaction can be rewritten in the following form tor U=U(Irl), 

H - '!i [VUxp]·a 
•. o. 4roic2 

'!i [au rxp] 
4roic2 ar ·a 

(2) 

1 au8 .L 
2roic2 ar 

Si nee the S and P functions are al ready eigenfunctions of L 2 and S2
, L being the angular 

momenturn operator and S being the spin operator, and since the angular momenturn operator 

J satisfies 
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J2=(L+S)2 
=L 2+2L·S+S2 

(3) 

we see that tor the solutions to be eigenfunctions of ~.o. it is sufficient tor them to be 

eigenfunctions of J2
• This observation will turn out to be very important later on when we are 

going to orientate the spin along different crystallographic axis. A diagonalisation procedure 

as reported in [2] bacomes very troublesome in these cases. We expect the above method 

to be valid as well in the case when U is not spherically symmetrie since the diagonalisation 

procedure itself does not depend on either the strength of the spin-orbit interaction or the 

shape of the potential U. 

Since J by itself cannot classify the statas uniquely, we introduce a new cammuting 

observable. At this point we choose this to be Jz, the angular momenturn operator in the z

direction and we will label the statas as IJ,m), mJ being the quanturn number of Jz. We find 

the following set of simultaneous eigenfunctions of~ and ~.o. [4], 

~~,+ ~)= ~(X+l~ l 

1
!,+.!)=-1 [(X+l~ 1 +2Zt] 
2 2 .f6 

1
!,_.!)=-1 [-(X-i}')t-2Zl] 
2 2 .f6 

~~-~)= ~(X-1~1 

1.!,+.!)=-1 [(X+i}') 1 +Zt] 
12 2 13 

1.! 1) 1 12'-2 = 13[-(X-l~l+Zl) 

(4) 

the J=3/2 statas being the heavy and light hole states, the J=1/2 statas being the split-off 

states. One should however hold in mind that other definitions as used in (4) tor the (J,mJ I 
statas arealso possible. One can multiply each state with an individual phase factor a+iB of 

unit length without changing any of the physics. 
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1.3 : The Kane Model 

Kane derived a band model which makes optimal use of the tact that the energy bands which 

are most interesting, being the topmost valenee bands and the lowest conduction bands, are 

normally well energy separated trom the other bands. The Kane model consists of expanding 

the wavefunctions in a limited set of band edge wavefunctions close in energy to the band 

under consideration and treating the excluded band edge wavefunctions with a perturbation 

method. Using this approach Kane has calculated the valenee bands in bulk germanium and 

silicon [2) as wellas the conduction band and valenee bands in Indium Antimonide [3], in the 

former case restricting the expansion to r 7,a edges and in the latter case also including the r 6 

conduction band (fig.1) because of the relatively narrow band gap in Indium Antimonide. 

Although the Kane model is only applicable in bulk materials, it is a useful tooi to understand 

the physics of the process of bandmixing that delermines the band structure. Since the 

construction of the Kane model is so much simplar than its more elaborate counterpart, the 

Luttinger-Kohn model which is applicable to compositionally varying samples, and since the 

latter model reduces to the Kane model when applied to bulk, it is well worth looking into. 

We will follow [4) and use an expansion in r 6,7.a because it gives non-trivial results even 

without accounting tor the excluded band edge wavefunctions. However, because of the 

relatively large bandgap as well as a relatively large spin-splitting in GaAs, we will use an 

expansion in just ra, the heavy and light hole bands, in the Luttinger-Kohn modeL 

Rewriting (1) tor the cell-periodic functions unk• 'l'nk(r)=e1krunk(r), we obtain : 

H!Pnt!lJ=[ P
2 

+ U + 'h [VUx(p+'hk))·a] + _.J]_k·p) unJ..I) 
2f11o 4m: c2 lno 

=( Ho + (5) 

=(E.- ~)u..<~ 

We will neglect the k-dependent factor in the spin-orbit term, the crystal momenturn 'hk being 

much smaller than the atomie momenturn p. We see in (5) that the Hamiltonian consists of 

two parts, a non k-dependent part ~ + ~.o. and a k-dependent part Xp· As we are mostly 

interestad in the region near the band edge, typically just a fraction of the occupied region in 

the Brillouin zone being tilled with electrans or holes, we will treat XP as a perturbation of the 

band edge Hamiltonian. This type of approach is usually refered to as k.p perturbation theory. 

We now assume that the limited set of band edge solutions uno of r6, r 7 and ra are sufficient 

to expand unk tor k:;tQ. The reason for this is that the excluded band edge solutions are well 

separated in energy from the energy region of interest, this region typically being within 50 

me V of the highest valenee band. These so called remote bands are therefore not expected 
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to have a large influence when included in the expansion. We define, 

(6) 

Rewriting ~ in matrix farm tor the expansion (6), we obtain 

H=( F :.) (7) 

-G* 

where F and G are given by 

'h2k2 
--HPhk Phk. -1 Phk 

2111o 3 z .,f3 z 1 
--HPhk 0 --Phk 0 .,f3 z 3 -

-~Phk 'h2k2 
0 0 -1 Phk -E+- 0 0 0 

F= 
3 z (/ 2111o 

G= .,f3 - (8) 

Phk_ 0 
'h2k2 

0 0 0 0 0 -E+-
(/ 2111o 

_!_Phk 
'h2k2 RPhk 0 0 0 

0 0 -E-A+- -
.,f3 z (/ 2111o 

We have defined the zero point of energy to be on the conduction band edge and have used 

the following definitions : ~ =(kx ±i i<y)/..J2, ~=Espin-orbit· The only non-zero matrix elements of 

the momenturn operator are P=1/mi (SIPxiX)=1/mi (SIPyiY}=1/mi (SIPziZ} trom symmetry 

arguments. 

Within the approximation that the eigenfunctions are built up out of just a limited number of 

unperturbed eigenstates, the original eigentunetion problem has been reduced to finding the 

eigenvalues of an n by n matrix, n here being eight. We see that the k.p term effectively mixes 

the different S and P-type states when not at the band edge, so that the wavefunctions at non 

zero k possess a combination of S and P-type properties. For small k we obtain 

(9) 
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We find isotropie solutions, i.e. the energies are only a tunetion of the length of k and not of 

its direction, and a dispersionless heavy hole band. III-V materials however show a non

isotropie behaviour as well as an dispersive heavy hole band. lt is therefore clear that an 

expansion in just r 6,7,8 , totally neglecting the existence of the remote bands, is insufficient to 

model the valenee bands in III-V materials. 

1.4 : The inclusion of remote bands 

In the previous sectien we found that we cannot simply neglect the remote bands. However 

because of their large energy separation, we expect that we can account for them by using 

a perturbation method, the so called Löwdin renormalisation [5]. We will repeat his derivation 

up to order two for our specific case. 

We assume that the band edge solutions uno given by (~+~.oJuno = EnUno can be divided into 

two classes, a set (a) close in energy to the energy region of interest and a remote set (b) 

which is well energy separated. The combined set (a) + (b) ferm a complete orthonormal set 

so that an arbitrary cell periadie tunetion can be expanded in this set as : 

r 

lunk)=E c,lf>+ L C" IJ.L) 
/:1 " 

(10) 

the summatien over I being the summatien over r closely spaeed levels and the summatien 

over J.L being the summatien over the remote bands. We will use this expansion to solve the 

perturbed problem (~+~.o.+~.p)unk = e unk where ~.pis the k.p perturbation energy 'li/m0k.p. 

By inserting (1 0) into the Schrödinger equation (5) and by taking the inner product with (m 1 

and {v I, m being one of the closely spaeed levels and v being one of the remote bands, we 

obtain 

E c1 [(e,-e)a 1m+(m1Hk."l~] + E c" (miHk-piJ.L) = 0 
I I' (11) 

Ec" [(e"-e)~"v+(viHk·piJ.L)] + Ec1 (v1Hk·pl~ = 0 
I' I 

where we have used the orthonormality relations {m II)=Örm• {v IJ.L>=<>v~~- and {IIJ.L)=O. For small 

k ,near the band edge, the secend equation of (11) can be approximated by 

(12) 

which when inserted in the first equation of (11) gives 

(13) 
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The transition trom the expansion in 11) totally neglecting remote bands to the expansion in 

the same set 11) where we include the remote bands by perturbation theory, modities the 

Hamiltonian eperating on the 11) basis by adding to it an extra term ~ü' given by 

(14) 

the summatien over v being the summatien over all remote bands. In (14) we have used the 

convention that any index accuring as a lower as well as a higher index should be read as the 

sumover all allowed values of this particular index. 

Because of the relatively large bandgap and spin-splitting in GaAs, 1.42 eV and 0.34 eV 

respectively, we expect it to be sufficient to treat the conduction band and split-aft band by 

Löwdin renormalisation as well and restriet the expansion to just the heavy and light hole 

states, a total of tour states due totheir spin degeneracy. We therefore end up having to solve 

the following 4x4 matrix, 

(15) 

c4 c4 

where the matrix elements Dü. tor the spin up and down heavy and light hole states, 1 :s;j,j'~. 

are given by 

(16) 

(17) 

Piv being the momenturn matrix element (uioiPaiUyJ. The summatien overvis the summatien 

over all bands except the heavy and light hole bands. 
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1.5 : The Luttinger-Kohn envelope function model 

Luttinger and Kohn developed an effective mass model [6] which resembles the Kane model 

in many ways but does not have the restietion to be only applicable to bulk samples. At the 

time of its derivation it was meant tor theoretica! calculations of impurity states and cyclotron 

resonance in bulk materials, but the general way it treats the extra potential term allows it to 

be used for compositionally varying samples in addition. Effective mass models are generally 

favoured over ether methods like tor example tight-binding methods [8] because they are 

relatively easy to apply and give camparabie results to the latter methad [9]. In this sectien 

we will fellow the original derivation of [6]. 

lntroducing an extra potential term V(r), we now have to solve the Schrödinger equation 

(~+~.o.+V)'Jf=E'Jf. We expand 'Jf in the complete orthogonal set Xnk=e1kruno• Uno being the cell 

periadie band edge salution at zero potential, 

(nkln'k~=~nn' ~(k-k~ (18) 

where we have used (nkl as a short hand notatien tor <xnkl· 

As in sectien 1.2, we use the IJ,mi) combinations tor the band edge solutions since they are 

already eigenfunctions of ~.o.· We easily recognise that the uno functions guarantee 

completeness on an atomie scale whereas the exponential, with k limited to the first Brillouin 

zone, guarantees completeness on a larger scale. 

We now make the ansatz 

v=E f dk' An{k~xn'k' 
n' 

(19) 

The ditterenee between this expansion and the Kane expansion (6) is that the wavetunetion 

is now allowed to be a tunetion of macroscopie position, whereas the wavetunetion in the 

Kane model was periadie with respect to the lattice. This ansatz gives the equation 

E J dk'(nkiH0 +H6•0.+Vjn'k) An,(k~=eAn(k) 
n' 

(20) 

We now evaluate the matrix elements in (20). For ~+~.o. we have 

(nkiH"•H04 In 'k)= J e(•'-~ u,;, ( •• ,. ~ k'·p+ ;~·) u.~ dr (21) 

En· being the energy of the n'-th band edge expansion state. 
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Since the factor following the exponential tunetion has the lattice periodicity, we can expand 

it in a Fourier series, 

(22) 

where .Q is the primitive cell volume. lnserting this in (21) and using the fact that k and k' I ie 

in the same Brillouin zone, we obtain 

(nkl H0+Hs.oln'k)=(21t)3_L B~n'~(k-k1-K") 
m (23) 

=(21t)3Bonn'~(k-k~ 

Before we can evaluate B~"· we need to calculate the norm of the uno functions which is 

effectively determined by the orthonormalisation relation (18). lnserting 

(24) 

and restricting both integrals to just one primitive cell, we find the following normalisation 

relations for the cell periadie band edge solutions : 

1 f . ..1 1 - u110 u ~.0 ur=--a , 
C c»>l n (21t )3 nn 

(25) 

Combining (22), (23) and (25) now gives us, 

(nklffo•H.4 In'k)·a(k-k~[(e.• ;~)a,.,,+ hk~,:,,l (26) 

P~n· being the momenturn matrix element (21t)3/.Q fceu U~0 Pa un'o dr. 

For the matrix elements of V, we proceed in a similar way and expand u~oun'o in a Fourier 

series s;"·. We assume V to be slowly varying on atomie scale, or to be more precise we 

assume that V only has Fourier components inside the first Brillouin zone, which gives 

(nkl Vjnk~=(21t)3_E f B:;''e(k-k'-K"J·rv dr 
m 0911 

=(21t)3_E B~n' \ltk-k1-K") (27) 
m 

I 

=(21t)3B;n \ltk-k~ 
=a nn' \ltk-k~ 

where V(k) is the Fourier transfarm of V(r). 
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lnserting (26) and (27) in (21 ), we obtain 

The problem with equation (28) is that it not only works on the band of interest denoted by n, 

but also contains coupling terms with remote bands n'. We can remove this coupling to first 

order by a canonical transformation. The second order in k interband elements turns out to 

be negligible tor energies smaller than the interband energy separations and we therefore find 

to second order in k 

(29) 

lntroducing 

Fn(t)= I slk.r Bn(lq dk 

8 (IQ=-C-~ 8 -lk.RmF (R ) 
n (21t)3~ n m 

(30) 

and assuming that the exponential varies much more rapidly than F, we can rewrite (29) in 

real space. We obtain as a final result tor a one band expansion : 

(31) 

(32) 

We see that we have written the solution of our Schrödinger equation as the product of a 

slowly varying envelope tunetion times the band edge solution at zero potential. For an 

expansion in multiple bands the derivation is quite similar. We only state the result 

' w(" = E Fjt)up.t) 
J=1 

(33) 

É [ (~ _E__) (~ _E__) o;P + V(t)~J'] ~,(t)=€~(1) 
/'=1 I àxa I oXp 

(34) 

with Djf. given by (17). 
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Observe the strong similarity between the Kane model (15, 16) and the Luttinger-Kohn model 

(33,34). The latter differential system for modelling heterostructures can simply be obtained 

trom the bulk Kane equations by making the following transitions : 

- By replacing the momenta '1ik1 by their their quanturn machanical operators p
1
• 

- By replacing the expansion constants by position dependent envelope functions. 

- By adding a position dependent potential V(r) on the diagonal. 

The similarities to the Kane model and its simple derivation were the raasons tor looking at 

the Kane model first. The derivation of the Kane equations was completely performed in real 

space and gives a good insight in the actual process of bandmixing that determines the band 

shape. The Luttinger-Kohn derivation however is completely performed in k-space rather than 

real space and needs a rather complicated canonical transformation, both tend to obscure the 

physical structure of the problem. A k-space approach is however necessary since the 

envelope functions are only allowed to have Fourier components inside the first Brillouin zone. 

Note. At first glance one might think that the definition of the momenturn matrix elements in 

the Luttinger-Kohn model is incompatible with the aarlier definition in the Kane model. This 

is however not the case. lts different definition is a direct consequence of the used 

normalisation (18). Returning to the previously employed normalisation (u~o lun·o>=önn'• the 

momenturn matrix elements reduce to the original definition. 
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1.6 : Parametrised form of the Luttinger Hamlltonian 

We expect the Hamiltonian for an expansion in just one band (32) to be sufficient to describe 

the conduction band, since it is well energy separated trom the other bands. As the equation 

stands it is however too complicated to solve. By assuming the conduction band to be 

parabolic and isotropie and after replacing the inner products by a constant, it reduces to the 

well known conduction band effective mass equation 

[~ + V{r)] F J.r) =e F J.r) 
2m* s 

(35) 

where m; is the electron effective mass and Fe is the envelope tunetion over the conduction 

band S state. 

For the valenee band we however need to use an expansion in more than one band due to 

its degeneracy and we therefore should use (34) instead. In this work we will use aso called 

tour band model and restriet the expansion to just the heavy and light hole band edge states 

(both double degenerate) to describe our valenee band wavefunctions. All other, remote, 

bands are included by Löwdin renormalisation (section 1.4). One expects the results to be 

more accurate tor larger expansions and one could include the split-off band or the conduction 

band in the expansion as well, respectively giving a six or eight band model. One can however 

argue whether the use of such a larger and more complicated expansion can be justified 

considering the uncertainty in semiconductor parameters (like the Luttinger parameters and 

the band offsets) and the tact that we are only interestad in the bandstructure relatively close 

in energy to the valenee band edge, i.e. well energy separated trom the remote bands. Finally, 

models which include the conduction band in the expansion posess rather troublesome 

characteristics in the form of a so called spurious solution, a physical unrealistic solutions 

corresponding to a state outside the first Brillouin zone [9]. Based on these considerations, 

a tour band model was chosen over higher order models. 

We will now rewrite (34) into a usuable form. The Luttinger Hamiltonian Dii. can be simplified 

considerably, by imposing it to be invariant under the diamond lattice symmetry operations, 

thereby replacing the difficult to handle momenturn matrix elements by a set of constants 

which can be fitted by experiment. The general form of the matrix D was derived by Luttinger, 

who obtained the following Hamiltonian for expansions in one degenerata band without an 

external magnatie field [7], 
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'h
2 

[ ( 5 ) 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 ) D = --- y1+-'Y2 k -2y2\ kxJx+kyJy+kzJz 
2m0 2 

-4ya( kJ<,{J..J,}•kyk,{Jylz}+k,k.{J,J..} ) l (36) 

where {xy}= (xy+yx), J x.y.z are the angular momenturn matrices. For a fourfold degenerata 

band like the heavy and light hole band, J corresponds to spin 3/2. We see that we have 

replaced the momenturn matrix elements by just three parameters, the Luttinger parameters 

11 , 12 and 13• Equation (36) describes the Hamiltonian tor all possible growth directions tor 

expansions in a set IJ,m) with J fixed to one particular value. Since its derivation is 

completely based on group theory and does not give a lot of insight into the physical problem, 

we choose to fellow a different approach. 

We start off by writing the matrix D 

in a parametrised form for the set IX), IV), IZ). 

The symmetry of the diamond lattice requires D to have the form 

Ckj(y 

D= 2 2 2 
Aky+B(kx+kz) 

CkJfz 

Ckj(z 

CkJfz 

2 2 2 
Akz+B(kx+ky) 

(37) 

(38) 

This is however not the true parametrised Hamiltonian since we already saw in sectien 1.2 

that the statas IX), IV), IZ) are not eigenfunctions of the spin-orbit interaction term and 

therefore are unsuitable for an expansion. We have to rewrite D for the set IJ,m), such as 

given by (4). This is however trivial since the Kane approach showed that the matrix D is in 

effect the Hamiltonian ~ + 1{' in matrix form with 1{' the Löwdin renormalisation term, 

D11 =(X IH0+H'IX) 
D12=(XIH0+H'I Y) (39) 

lt is easy to see that the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian tor the expansion set IJ,m) are 

a linear combination of the elements (39) since 

( aX+P Y+yZjH0 +H'IöX+e Y+CZ )=a*ö(XJH0 +H'IX)+a*e(XJH0 +H'I }'j +... (40) 
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lntroducing the Luttinger parameters y1, y2 and y3 defined by 

(41) 

and using the definition (4) for the set IJ,m), we find that the r 8 valenee band Hamiltonian 

takes the form 

(3/2, +3/21 H hh L M 0 

(3/2,+1/21 L t Hlh 0 M 
[), = 

re (3/2,-1/21 Mt 0 H1h -L 

(3/2,-3/21 0 Mt -L t Hhh 

(42) 

where we have used both a slightly different order of the expansion states and a different 

notatien of the off-diagonal elements than used by Bastard [4], being in better agreement with 

the definitions used in most of the more recent literature. The elements in (42) are given by, 

't!2 
L=/3-y3(kx-ikJkz 

mo 
1 /ij 't!

2 
[ 2 2 • 1 M=-v3- y2(kx -ky)-2ty3kxkyJ 

2 m0 

(43) 

(44) 

In the above equations we have chosen the z-direction along the growth direction and have 

chosen the directions x and y perpendicular to the growth direction. The momenturn elements 

kx and 1), will therefore generally be refered to as k.L or the in-plane elements. This definition 

of the axis will be used throughout this report. The elements 'h~ should be interpreted as the 

operator M ëJ/ëJz, whereas kx and 1), are normal vector elements or better, quanturn numbers 

which originate trom the plane wave form exp[i(l\x+I),Y)] of the wavetunetion perpendicular to 

the growth direction. 

The Hamiltonian (42) with the elements given by (43) and (44) is the Luttinger Hamiltonian 

valid for [001]-grown samples. We will go into the question of growth dependency in the next 

section. 
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1.7: Non-[001] growth directions 

In the last section we derived the fonn of the Luttinger Hamiltonian tor [001 1-grown samples. 

To see why its only valid tor [001 1 we have to take another look at the denvation of the set 

IJ,m) (4) of section 1.2. Since J by itself was not enough to uniquely classify the states, we 

had the treedom to introduce another observable which we chose to be Jz. lt is this choice, 

at that time an arbitrary choice, which datennines the growth direction tor which the 

Hamiltonian is valid. 

When deriving the set (4), we madesure that the states were eigenfunctions of~ and ~.o.· 

This set wasthen used in an expansion to derive the solutions of the perturbed Hamiltonian 

~ + ~.o. + ~P where we assumed the k.p tenn to be small compared to the other tenns in the 

Hamiltonian. For quantised states this is however not true. Quantisation torces the impuls 'hkz 

in the growth direction to take discrete values of order 'hn/L (or multiples of the latter value), 

where L is the confinement width. One can therefore not argue that the effect of ~P is 

negligible, noteven tor extremely small k.L. We therefore should have made the elementsin 

the expansion simultaneous eigenfunctions of ~Pand this is where the quantisation of J along 

a particular axis comes in. lt is sufficient to quantise J along the growth direction in order tor 

the states to be eigenfunctions of the k.p interaction tenn. We will prove this tor [0011 growth 

(k along [001]). Other growth directionscan easily be checked in the same way. For [0011, the 

k.p interaction tenn is proportional to Pz and as a results it commutes with ~=xaray-yatax. lt 

therefore also commutes with Jz so that tor the states to be eigenfunctions of the k.p 

interaction tor [001 1 growth it is sufficient for the states to be eigenfunctions of Jz. 

The Hamiltonian (42) still holds tor non-[0011 growth. The matrix elements tor the growth 

directions [1101, [1111, [3101 ([101, or see the appendix) and [3111 (appendix) are now given 

by 

[11 01 Growth : 
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[111] Growth : 

[31 0] Growth : 

Hhh=-- (y1+y~kx+(y1+-y2+-y:Jky+(y1--y2--y:Jkz +\-tz) 11
2 

[ 2 1 1 2 3 1 2] 
2~ 2 2 2 2 

Hlh=-- (y1-y~kx+(y1--y2--y:Jky+(y1+-y2+-y:Jkz +\-tz) 11
2 

[ 2 1 1 2 3 1 2] 
2~ 2 2 2 2 

[311] Growth : 

11
2 

[ 88 33 2 40 81 2 128 114 2] 
Hhh=-2~ (y1+ 121 y2+ 121 y:Jkx+(y1+ 121 y2+ 121 ya)ky+(y1- 121 y2 - 121 y:Jkz +\-tz) 

'tt
2 

[ 88 33 2 40 81 2 128 114 2] 
H"=- 2m

0 
(y1- 121 y2- 121 y:Jkx+(y1- 121 y2- 121 ya)ky+(y1+ 121 y2+ 121 y:Jkz +\-tz) 

M= 1~ [C11 y2+110y:Jk: +(5y2-126y:Jk:-(198y2+44y:Jikj(y-16(y2-y:Jk:] 

+6y'6(y2-y:J( -11ikx+3k)kz 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

We see that the matrix elements are different tor each growth direction. We therefore expect 

the bandstructure tor the various growth directions to be different as well. 
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1.8 : Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions have always been and still are a major cause of controversy in 

effective mass theory. The question is how to conneet the wavetunetion across the interface 

between two different matenals with different Luttinger parameters, i.e. different effective 

masses. Let's first have a look at the conduction band effective mass equation (35), 

(53) 

A position dependent effective mass causes the Hamiltonian to become non-Hermitian at the 

interface, which is clearly a vialation since we require the salution to have real energies. 

Another objection of (53) is that it violates the requirement of current conservation. Both 

features are usually overcome by replacing the operator -'h2/m* V2 by -V('h2/m*)V although an 

infinite number of choices are possible [11]. Inlegrating equation (53) in which we performed 

the latter substitution across the interface gives the well known boundary condition of 

continuity of 1/m* i)fi)z in envelope function. The above arguments might appear to be a highly 

satisfying explanation of the presence of a kink in the derivative of the envelope tunetion but 

unfortunately this means that there has to be a kink in the wavetunetion itself, v=Fc(r) liS), 

which cannot literally be present since this leads to an infinite second derivative at the 

interface (fig.4) unless liS) is zero at the interface. Although there might be points at the 

interface at which this is true, assuming liS) to be zero at the whole interface is however 

completely unrealistic. 

Band edge 
wavefl.llCIIon 

IReglon 1 

lrlfarface 

IReglon 2 I 

Fig.4 : Plot of a fictitious periadie cel/ band edge salution and an 
envelope tunetion across an interface. 

One objection that one can have against the derivation of the boundary conditions is that the 

Luttinger-Kohn model is not valid at the interface since it is only valid tor smooth potentials. 

The potential jump at a heterostructure interface can hardly be regarded as 'smooth'. lt is 

therefore questionable whether the inlegration across the interface is valid. Despite this and 

despite the lack of knowledge of the cause of the kink in the derivative and its justification, the 
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same procedure was commonly used to make the valenee band Hamiltonian Hermitian which 

leadstoa tour by tour boundary condition matrix. Recently there has been some progressin 

understanding the crigin of the boundary condition [12]. lt was shown that the kink was a 

result of too severe an approximation. Rather than expanding the wavetunetion in a different 

set of band edge solutions in each material and connecting the solutions by means of a 

boundary condition, it was shown that it was possible to expand the wavetunetion in each 

material in just one set of band edge solutions. This way the boundary conditions are 

completely circumvented and the wavetunetion is connected smoothly across an interface. 

Calculations showed a change in derivative over a distance of a tew atomie layers near the 

interface which can be seen as a justification of the presence of discontinuity in the derivative 

at the interface. Unambiguous boundary conditions have been derived which however are not 

in agreement with the ones one would obtain by integrating across the interface. lt has been 

demonstrated that calculations employing the 'new' boundary conditions show a rather large 

deviation trom calculations employing the old boundary conditions [13]. 

In this paper we neglect the ditterenee in the band parameters of GaAs and AlxGa1.xAs and 

use just one set of parameters, the GaAs parameters, throughout the structure. This way we 

effectively treat AlxGa1.xAs as GaAs with the addition of a potential step. Since the 

bandstructure of GaAs and A~Ga1 _xAs is so similar and since the wavefunctions are usually 

well concentraled in the GaAs, typically less that 1% penetrating the harrier, we expect this 

approximation to have only minor effects on the eigenstates. The big advantage is that we do 

not have to worry about the boundary conditions since we are effectively werking with only 

one type of materiaL 

1.9 : Solving the Luttinger Hamiltonian 

Different ways of solving the Luttinger Hamiltonian have been employed in the literature. 

Solving thesetof differential equations is particularly simplein the case of flat band quanturn 

wells, where it is merely a matter of writing down the bulk plane wave solutions in each region 

of the sample and connecting them by the appropriate boundary conditions [14]. This methad 

is however not valid when charges or electric fields are present since plane waves are no 

Jonger a salution when the potential is curved. As we are interestad in structures with doping 

and occupied electron or hole levels, i.e. charge, we need a more general methad of solving. 

Another suggested approach is a variational 'Fang-Howard' methad in which the envelope 

functions are expanded in a set of well chosen analytica! trial functions. Th is methad has been 

used to model hole levels in AlGaAs-GaAs heterojunctions [15]. This methad however has the 

disadvantage that the choice of trial functions depends on the problem, a different set is 

needed for each type of heterostructure. Since these range trom quantumwells, 

heterojunctions and 3-doped layers to combinations of these (tor example a quanturnwen with 

a 3-doped layer inside), it is very hard to guarantee converganee over the whole range of 

possible structures. 
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An exact numerical method in which the tour envelope functions are described by their values 

at a number of discrete mesh points N (fig.5), N typically being 500 or more, was tried. By 

replacing the derivatives in the Hamiltonian by their finite ditterenee approximations 

a2f{z) - 2 h.zf{i-1)-(h1 +hz)f{~+h1f{i+1) 

az2 h1hz<h1 +hz) 
af{z) _ Fti+1)-F{~ 

(54) 

az h2 

where h1=x(i)-x(i-1); h2=x(i+1)-x(i); x(j) being the position of the j-th mesh point, we end up 

having to solve a matrix equation of order 4N, although it is possible to reduce this toa matrix 

of order 2N by performing an unitary transformation [16]. This brute force method, capable of 

handling arbitrary potentials, proved to be too slow to be used in a self-consistent procedure 

and was therefore also rejected. 

t 
E 

F..nvelope 
function 

I' I I I I' I I I I' I I I I' I I I I' I I I I' I I I I' 
0 s w ~ w ~ ~ 

Meshpoint 

Fig.5 : The potential and envelope functions are described 
by their va/ues at a number of discrete mesh points. 

The method chosen in this work has successfully been used by Ando [17] and is a 

combination of the discrete exact method and the expansion method. lt uses the same 

discretisation procedure to solve the Hamiltonian in the so called diagonal approximation in 

which all off-diagonal elements are set to zero. The obtained sets of heavy and light hole 

states, both form a complete set, are then used in an expansion to solve the full Hamiltonian 

without diagonal approximation 

F= (55) 

where F~h are the heavy hole and F ~ h are the light hole solutions in the diagonal 

approximation; 1::;;n::;;Nhh• 1::;;m::;;N1h. We end up having to solve a 2(Nhh+N1h) matrix equation. 

Si nee we want all expansion states to be localised and a typical well only aceomedates a few 
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localised states, we add infinite barriers to the potential far enough trom the well not to 

influence the lower eigenstates. 

Th is methad has the advantages of both the brute force and expansion method. An expansion 

has the advantage of generally being much taster than an 'exact' method and gives the 

opportunity to speed up the calculations even further by lowering the number of expansion 

statas when high accuracy is not of primary importance. The method to obtain the expansion 

statas allows the method to be used for a wide range of sample structures. The only objection 

of the method is that an expansion like (55) requires the use of the same Luttinger parameters 

throughout the sample. A position dependent mass with boundary condition other than 

continuity of F and aF/az needs a separate expansion in each region that has different 

parameters. 

We now insart (55) in the Hamiltonian (42) to obtain 

E hh (Hhh-E) anFn LEp F.'h + m m +A-fEy",F: =0 
n m m 

Lt:E anFnhh +(Hih-E)L P",F: +ML~nFnhh =0 
n m n (56) 

Mt:EanFnhh +(H,h-E>L y",F: -LE ~nFnhh =0 
n m n 

MtLPmF: -Lt:E F.'h Ym m E hh +(Hhh-E) ~nFn =0 
m m n 

By taking the inner product with F~~ in the first and fourth line and the inner product with F ~~ 

in the second and third line we can transfarm (56) into a matrix equation. Since the L and M 

terms (44,46,48,50,52) contain derivatives and double derivatives with respect to z, we not 

only have to calculate the inner products lP mn=<F~h IF ~ h) but also the quantities 

Dmn={F~h 1a1az I F ~ h) and DDmn=(F~h la2/dZ2 1 F ~ h). Th is is done by a numerical procedure. 

For [001] the off diagonal termscan be written as L=lk a/az and M=mk, where k designates the 

k dependency. Using that Lt=-1~ a/az (this fellows trom the fact that the operator Pz• like any 

observable, is Hermitian : Pz=P!='h/i a/az) and Dmn=(F~h 1a1az IF ~ h)=-(F ~ h 1a1az 1 F~h) (which 

fellows after partial integration) we obtain the following eigenvalue equation in matrix farm for 

an expansion in two heavy hole and two light hole statas : 
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E1hh_E //}11 //}21 m,JP11 m,JP21 

E/h-E //}12 1/}22 m,JP12 m,JP22 

1;011 1;012 Et-E m,JP11 m,JP12 

DET 
1;021 1;022 Ei_h-E m,JP21 m,JP22 

=0 (57} 
m;IP11 m;IP12 

lh E1 -E //}11 //}12 

m;IP21 m;IP22 
lh E2 -E //}21 1/}22 

m;IP11 m;IP21 1;011 1;021 ~hh_E 

m;IP12 m;IP22 1;012 1;022 &.M-E 

where E~h and E~ h respectively are the energies in the diagonal approximation of the heavy 

and light hole expansion states. The corresponding matrix tor an expansion in a larger number 

of states, Nhh and N1h both typically being ten, can easily be obtained trom (57}. Since the 

procedure to obtain this final matrix equation is identical tor each growth direction, we will not 

explicitly give the corresponding forms tor the other growth directions. 

This method of calculating the energy of a particular state with in plane momenturn kJ. can, 

although lookinga considerable task, be solved in a tew seconds on a SUN Sparcstation. lt 

might appear that the method is camparabie in terms of required computational power to the 

brute force method which was found to be too slow. lt is however much taster. The discrete 

calculation of the expansion states in the diagonal approximation compared to the exact brute 

force method does not only lower the order of the matrix equations trom 4N (2N} to N but also 

reduces the matrix trom a band matrix with 12 elements to a tridiagonal matrix. The even 

bigger gain in speed is achieved by the tact that we only need to calculate the expansion 

states once whereafter we can evaluate E(kJ.} at any kJ. by just solving an equation similar to 

(57} of much lower order than N. Non-expansion methods tend to go through the whole 

procedure tor each single calculation and are therefore generally much slower when multiple 

calculations are required. 

We can now use this method to calculate the hole density at a particular Fermi energy. At 

zero Kelvin, T = 0 K, all states with energy lower than the Fermi energy are occupied by 

electrons. This means that all valenee band states with energy higher than the Ferm i energy 

are occupied with holes. The question now is how many states can be associated with a 

particular area in k-space above the Fermi energy (fig.6} 
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Fig.6: At T=OI(, all states associated with the 
area in k-space above the Fermi level are tilled 
with holes. 

Umited nr. of 

)··"'î.. ..?/'~ "::-:u 
·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-....; ·~-:···:-·.·.·.·.· . 

Î··<>··· '··,··~~ .. \ > ~ 
··:-::::::::::·.·.· · · ·.·.·-:-:-:-:-:·:•;. Energy contour 

'···..... at Fermi level 
'• 

Fig.7: Fermi energy contour integration. To speed up the 
process only a limited number of points on the contour are 
calculated which are then joined by a polynomial. 

We preeeed as fellows. The in-plane part of the envelope tunetion can be written as e1
k.1r. We 

now need todetermine the allowed k.L values by applying the boundary conditions at the edge 

of the crystal. The boundary condition that the wavetunetion should be zero outside the 

crystal, which is a logica! choice since the probability of finding a hole outside the crystal will 

be very close to zero, is not very convenient because it does not lead to disrete k.L values. 

The problem can however be solved by the following mathematica! construction. We construct 

an infinite sample by repeating the real sample with dimensions 1-x.y.z over all space. By 

demanding periodicity in wavefunction, 

(58) 

which is the so called Born-von Karman condition, we obtain that the k.l points are equally 

spaeed in k-space with interspacing 21t/lx in x- and 21t/Ly in y-direction. By assigning a hole 

to each k.l point we obtain a total number of holes in the sample of A(E,)/(21t/lx.21t/Ly), where 

A(E,) is the area in k-space above the Fermi level and obtain for the hole density of the 2DHG 

per unit area (for a non-degenerata band) 

(59) 

The points on the Fermi energy contour are calculated by using a biseetion method. lnstead 

of calculating a substantial number of points on the energy contour to compute the area A(E,), 

only a limited number of points are calculated which are then joined by a polynomial in order 

to speed up the calculations (fig.?). The symmetry in [10] and [01] of E(k.l) allows us to reduce 

our energy calculations to just a quadrant, or even half a quadrant in the case of [001] where 

E(k.l) has the additional symmetry in [11]. lt was found that a mere four points for [001] and 

seven points for all other directions was sufficient to obtain results in close agreement with 

more thorough calculations. 
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1.10 : Modelling real structures, a self-conslstent approach 

In the literature, the majority of valenee band calculations concern calculations on flat band 

quanturn wells without ionised donors or accepters and no occupied states in the 2DHG (i.e. 

without charge). The reason tor this is that the inclusion of charge complicates things 

considerably. With charge present, the valenee band Hamiltonian is not the only equation that 

needs to be satisfied since the charge distribution should obey Poisson's law as well. Since 

the eigenstatas are determined by the confining potential and this confining potential in its turn 

is determined by the eigenstatas through Poisson's equation, one has to solve both the 

Poisson and Luttinger equations simultaniously. 

At the IRC, the lnterdisciplinary Research Centre, an important area of interest concerns real 

devices, nowadays philosophy in the English academie circuit being that IRC's tosome extend 

should cooperate and stimulate British industry rather than just doing research without 

immediate industrial value. Since semiconductor devices operate through the presence of 

charge, a model not capable of calculating hole densities and quantisation energies from first 

principles, i.e. sample geometry and donor/acceptor densities, would only be of minor use. A 

thorough treatment of both the Hamiltonian as well as the Poisson equation is therefore asked 

for. 

The confining potential V(z) is given by 

(60) 

where <1> is the electrastatic potential given by Poisson's equation 

(61) 

Vh is the potential energy associated with the band-edge discontinuities in AlxGa1_xAs 

structures with multiple regionsof different aluminium concentration, Vxc is the exchange and 

correlation potential energy and V1m the image potential energy caused by a position 

dependent dielectric constant. The quantities Pd• Pa• p2DHG and P2oeG respectively are the donor, 

acceptor, two dimensional hole gas and two dimensional electron gas density which are 

related to the Ferm i energy through the well known Fermi-Dirac statistics. We will see that we 

have to make considerable approximations in (60) and (61) either to keep the required 

computational time within reasonable limits or to simply reduce the problem to a simplar one 

when an exact treatment is virtually impossible. 

For Vh we will use a simple empirica! formula. We will employ the recently accepted band

edge continuity ration of 65/35 in which 65% of the band-gap ditterenee is taken up by the 

conduction band, leaving 35% to the valenee band (fig.S). For the band gap in AlxGa1_xAs we 
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use the following linear equations tor the regions 0~0.45, where A~Ga1.xAs has a direct 

band gap, and lè0.45 where it has an indirect band gap : 

O~x~0.45: EJx)=1.420+1.247x sV 
x>0.45: EJx)=1.420+1.247x+1.147(x-0.45)2 sV 

/ 

65 " of the band gap 
difference 

------~ ~~ 

AlGaAs AlGaAs 

Flg.B : We assume that 65 % of the band gap difference 
between regions with different aluminium concentrations is taken 
up by the conduction band. 

(62) 

In this work we will neglect bath V1m and Vxc· In case of V,m this seems a reasanabie 

assumption since the dielectric constant Er in AlxGa1.xAs hardly depends on the Aluminium 

concentratien x. The justification tor neglecting exchange and correlation effects, the so called 

Hartree approximation, is rather more troublesome. The exchange and correlation term can 

beseen as a correction on the electrastatic term. By assuming each electron (hole) to be in 

the field of all other uniformly distributed electrans we neglect that bath the electrastatic 

repulsion as well as the Pauli exclusion principle tends to keep all electrans as far apart as 

possible thereby lowering the electrastatic energy [18]. Stern and Das Sarma [19] showed that 

the exchange and correlation term causes a shift in electron quantisation energy of about 5 

me V tor a heterojunction with electron density of 1015 m·2 and a shift of 9 me V tor an electron 

density of 5.1015 m·2• These shifts change the electron quantisation energies by approximately 

20% and therefore cannot be neglected in conduction band calculations. These results can 

however not simply be transfered to valenee band calculations. lt is therefore not completely 

clear how much exchange and correlation will influence the hole quantisation energies. 

Other approximations concern the valenee band density p2DHa and its spacial distribution. We 

simplify the calculation of the 2DHG density considerably by assuming the temperature to be 

at zero Kelvin. Since at this temperature all states above the Fermi energy are completely 

tilled with holes whereas all states below the Fermi energy are empty, we can use the methad 

described in sectien 1.9 to calculate the hole density per unit area where we assume that only 

the hh1 band is occupied with holes. The latter is thought to be valid for the whole density 

range found in two dimensional structures. A finite temperature would require an inlegration 
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of E(k.L) multiplied by the Fermi-Dirac distribution tunetion over multiple bands and a large area 

in k-space which would simply take up too much time. 

The spacial distribution of the holes poses even bigger problems. Every single hole associated 

with a particular k.L has its own envelope tunetion which, when squared, describes its 

distribution over space. The actual hole distribution is therefore given by the sum of all 

individu al distributions (each one normalised to 1) of every occupied hole state k.L. Since this 

would also take too much time to solve, we assume that we can approximate the hole 

distribution tunetion by the distribution corresponding to the band edge state at k.L=Q. lt will 

turn out that this latter approximation has observable effects on the higher hole levels in 

heterojunctions whereas the introduced error is negligible in the case of quanturnwen 

structures. 

Befare we can solve the Poisson equation (61) we need to set appropriate boundary 

conditions (fig.9). A reasanabie boundary condition for the substrate side of the sample is to 

assume no nett charge at the edge. An alternative way of formulating this is to say that we 

assume the Fermi level to be pinned at the bulk equilibrium position at this edge. Since a 

substrate is typically a tew 

micrometers wide, we expect it to 

be wide enough to aceomadate the 

whole depletion region and to have 

equilibrium conditions at the edge. 

The situation at the other side of 

the sample, the surface side, is 

however rather a bit more 

complicated. Since we are 

interested in short channel and 

surface gate effects, we cannot 

simply assume the surface to be in 

its equilibrium position. 

Î ÏAJ.GaAs GaAs~ 
, , -dopad) {p-OOped) I 

- --------~~:: Ef 

~~of 
interface states 

~ l 

ÏFëïiiifëiïëfgy·1 

1~;; .... 1 ~~~~~ 
:interface states : : ............................... ; 

Fig.9 : The used boundary conditions at the surface side (/eft) and 
the substrate side (right). 

We assume that the surface edge of the sample is covered with a relatively high density of 

surface states which are localised in energy at a potential Vsurt· These surface states 

effectively pin the Ferrrii energy at this potential, generally causing the potential at this edge 

to deviate trom flat band. This non-zero derivative of the potential at the interface can via 

Poisson's law be associated with charge and can be seen as occupied interface states. The 

relatively high density of interface states means that only a minor deviation of the Fermi 

energy trom Vsurt is necessary to supply this charge, supporting the approximation that we can 

assume the Fermi level to be pinned at Vsurt· 
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At this point we have all the neccesary information do theoretica! calculations on hole levels 

in AlxGa1_xÄS structure. We will use a self-consistent methad to simultaniously solve the 

Hamiltonian and Poisson's equation (42,61 ). This type of methad starts with a good guess for 

the confining potential V0(z) and calculates the eigenstatas and densities. These densities are 

then used to obtain the eerrasponding confining potential V0poisson(z) given by Poisson's 

equation. lf both potantials V0 and V0poisson were equal, we would have found a simultanious 

salution of bath the Hamiltonian and Poisson's equation but generally this is nat the case. We 

now praeeed in the following way. We construct a new potential V1(z) out of the old potential 

and the potential obeying Poisson equation by using 

V. 1 =(1-r)·V: +r· V. polNon n+ n n 
(63) 

where r is the so called relaxation factor. We expect this new confining potential to be a better 

approximation of the exact solution. Th is procedure is now repeated until the desired accuracy 

in eigenvalues and densities is achieved. 

The actual routine is a little more complex than the one pictured above and uses a variabie 

relaxation factor to speed up the converganee of the iteration process. The danger of using 

a variabie relaxation factor is that a too high value does not lead to converganee but rather 

blows up the process. The program therefore maximises the relaxation factor while keeping 

the change in eigenvalues within the limits IAEmax•UEmax>• AEmax typically being 1 meV when 

the process is started. The upper limit is a strict limit, any iteration exceeding this limit will be 

rejected and will be rerun with a lower relaxation factor. The lower limit is not strict. Any 

iteration in which a change of eigenvalue of less than AEmax occurs is accepted, after which 

the relaxation factor is increased by a factor two. 

Multiple iterations of (63) are then performed until the absolute ditterenee between the 

averaged last five iterations and the previous five iterations is lower than the average absolute 

change in eigenvalue in these iterations. At this point we expect the error in the eigenvalues 

to be of the order of UEmax· Additional accuracy can then be achieved by rerunning the same 

routine a number of times, lowering AEmax by a factor ten after each completed run. A flow 

eh art of the process is given in fig.1 0. 

The computer program was written in FORTRAN 77 running at a SUN Sparestation under 

UNIX with additional aid and ease of X-Windows. Debugging was performed with DBX-Tools. 

The program itself consists of two subprograms, one subprogram designed to do the actual 

self-consistent calculations and the other to do various kinds of analysis on the obtained 

bandstructure. lncluded features range trom calculating E(k.J curves in various directions, 

computing energy contours, to calculating the hole density as a tunetion of Fermi energy. 
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Define limit 
öEmax = 1 meV 

Set relaxation factor 
r = 0.002 

Potent ia I guess P0 

Solve Hamiltonian. Obtain 
quantisation energies, hole 

density and hole distribution 

Calculate change in lewest 
quantisation energy öE 

Decrease relaxation factor, 
restare old potent ia I and 

eigenvalues 

lncrease relaxation 
>---i factor 

n 

Solve Poisson 's equation 

~ Ppoisson 

Construct new potent ia I, 
expected to be closer to 

the real salution : 

pn+1 = (1-r) p n + r p poisson 

Fig.10: Flowchart of the se/f-consistent routine. The routine tries to maximise the re/axation factor while keeping 
the change in eigenvalue within the limits ft:.EmaX'2t:.Ema). 
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Chapter 2 : Results 

2.1 : Numerical stability of the routines 

The first trials were performed to determine the influence of the added infinite barriers and to 

establish the required number of expansion statas to meet the desired accuracy, as wellas 

to test the numerical stability of the discretisation procedure and the routines. All calculations 

in this chapter are performed with the following values for the Luttinger parameters : y,=6.85, 

y2=2.1 and y3=2.9. In this sectien we are only eensidaring [001] growth. Unless explicitly 

specified, the barrier hight is taken to be 150 meV eerrasponding to an aluminium fraction of 

about 33%. Further, all quanturn well calculations ar~ performed on a 120 A flat band quanturn 

wel I. For conven ie nee we will use a different definition of the energy E, related to the common 

definition by inverting it to -E. This way all hole statas are pictured in an electron-like way, 

forming quantised statas eerrasponding to minimal energy (fig.11 ). 

Todetermine the influence of the discretisation procedure, the quantisation energy of the first 

heavy hole subband (hh1) for the previously defined flat band quanturn well was calculated 

at a number of different mesh point spacings (fig.12). We see that the eigenlevels go up in 

energy as the mesh point separation increases. Th is was to be expected si nee a wavetunetion 

described at only a limited number of mesh points will start to deviate trom the true 

wavetunetion increasing its energy as an eigenstate corresponds to minimal energy [20]. We 

however see that there is only a minor dependenee on the inter spacing and that all 

eigenvalues stay within a tew hundredths of a milli-electronvolt tor inter spacings less than 1 A. 
We therefore conclude that the discretisation procedure itself does not introduce significant 

errors when applied correctly. 
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Flg.11 : For convenience we wil/ picture the hole stafes Fig.12 : Mesh spacing dependenee of the quantisation 
as statesin conventional electron we/Is. energy of the first heavy hole level in a 120..4 OW with 

150 me V barriers. Energy w.r.t. bottorn of the wel/. 
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In our approach the Luttinger Hamiltonian is solved by expanding both the heavy and light 

hole envelope functions in a number of solutions in the diagonal approximation. We want 

these expansion states to be localised since the states that we want to describe are itself 

localised. A typical well however only supports a limited number of these localised states and 

we therefore introduced infinite high barriers at a distance L from the well, forming additional 

confined states above the band edge (fig.13). We now want to know the effect of these 

barriers and the influence of the number of expansion states on the results. 

Fig.14 shows the quantisation energy of the first and second heavy hole (respectively hh1, 

hh2) and the first light hole band (lh1) as a tunetion of the position of these infinit barriers. The 

quanturn well is identical to the one used in the previous calculations. We see that the extra 

confinement due to these barriers shifts the quantisations energies up tor small separation 

lengths L. This effect is especially visible in the light hole quantisation energy since its low 

mass allows it to penetrate the original barriers by a relatively large amount. We see that tor 

separation lengths L;::: 50 Á the influence of the infinite barriers on the quantisation energy can 

be neglected. 

lnfinite barriers 
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' ' ' 

i L L I 
~. ~ 

···==··································-~·-· . . 
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----~~-... -.... ~-.... ~ ... E~:1 __ __ 
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Fig.13: lnfinite wal/s at a distance L trom the interfaces 
are introduced, which transfarm the states above the 
band edge into confined stat es usabie in an expansion. 
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Fig.14 : Hh1, hh2 and lh1 quantisation energies as a 
tunetion of the separation length L. All energies are 
re/ative to their original va/ues without added barriers. 

A too high separation length however reduces the effect of the states above the barrier in the 

expansion, with the same negative effect on the accuracy of the calculations as lowering the 

number of expansion states. The same considerations as in the previous page hold. Too tew 

contributing states in the expansion, either caused by a too high separation length or simply 

a too low prefix, cause the wavetunetion to deviate trom the true wavetunetion with a 

corresponding rise in energy. This is shown in fig.15 where the Fermi-energy is plotled as a 

tunetion of L for the same flat band quanturn well and barrier hightof respectively 50 and 150 

me V. The hole density was chosen 1016 m·2 and the number of both the heavy hole as well 

as light hole expansion states was set to ten. The rise in Fermi-level at low separation lengths 

is caused by the extra confinement as discussed in the previous paragraph. We also see a 
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rise in Fermi-energy when the separation 

length is increased to over 200 Ä which 

results trom a decreasing effect of the 

expansion states above the barrier in the 

expansion. This effect is more profound tor 

small barriers since a shallow well 

aceomedates less confined states than a 

deep well and therefore depends more 

heavily on the states above the original 

barrier in its expansion. From fig.15 we 

deduce the optimum value tor the separation 

length L and set it to 1 OOÄ. A smaller choice 

will interfere with the relatively large 
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Flg.15 : Fermi-level with respect to the bottorn of the 
wel/ as a tunetion of separation length L. Hole density 
was chosen 1016 m·2• 

penetratien in small barriers while a larger L will degrade the higher expansion states. 

We will now investigate the necessary number of states in the expansion to give numerical 

convergence. Since the quantisation energy of the lowest hole state is typically in the range 

of 2 .. 1 0 me V depending on the growth direction, much lower than the electron quantisation 

energies due to the larger effective mass of the holes compared to the electron case, we 

require the quantisation energies with respect to the Fermi-energy to have an accuracy of the 

order of a tew tenths of a milli-electronvolt. 

Fig.16 shows the Fermi-level as a tunetion of 

the number of expansion states in both the 

heavy hole and light hole expansion tor again 

the same flat band QW. We see that tor a 

hole density of 1015 m·2 there is really no 

need to include more than two heavy and 

light hole states since addition of more states 

would not change the Fermi-level by more 

than a tew hundredths of a milli-electonvolt. 

Convergsnee at the higher density of 1016 m·2 

is a little slower due to hole occupancy at 

higher values of k.L where the interaction 

between the heavy and light hole states is 
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Flg.16: Fermi-level as a tunetion of no. of expansion 
states tor a 120 A OW and hole densities of 1015 and 
1016 m·2• 

stronger. For this relatively high hole density, an expansion in just five heavy hole and five 

light hole states proves to be enough to guarantee results within the required accuracy. 

Th is very rapid convergsnee in the case of quanturn we lis allows tor relatively tast calculations 

since the resulting matrix equation tor calculating E(k.J is of order 2(Nhh+N1h), Nhh and N1h 

respectively being the number of heavy hole and light hole expansion states which as we have 
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seen do nothave to exceed five. A matrix equation of order equal or less than twenty results. 

For heterojunctions the procedure is however less time efficient. We expect to have to include 

more states in the expansion due to two separate reasons. First we expect the higher states 

in such a V-shaped potential to be closer in energy to the states that we are interestad in 

compared to the quanturn well case, and second we need to set a relatively large separation 

length tor the added infinite barrier in the GaAs since we cannot really estimate the extend 

of the wavetunetion in this region. We already saw that a large separation length degrates the 

effect of the higher expansion states and calls tor a larger number of expansion states. As in 

the quanturnwen case, we introduce infinite high barriers in the AlGaAs at 1 00 A left of the 

interface. In the GaAs we however place the barrier a little further away and place it at 400Á 

of the interface. 

Two tuil salt-consistent calculations using an expansion in ten heavy hole and ten light hole 

states were performed on a heterojunction structure with hole densities of respectively 5.1015 

m·2 and 1016 m·2
• Using the rasuiting potentials, the quantisation energy of the hh1 band with 

respect to the Fermi-level was calculated tor other expansions (fig.17). We see that the 

convergsnee is rather slow. For a hole density of 5.1015 m·2 at least eight light and heavy 

expansion states are needed to obtain results within 0.35 me V of more thorough calculations, 

or 12 expansion states when an accuracy of 0.1 meV is needed. For the higher density of 

1.1016 m·2 the situation is even worse, ten heavy and light expansion states are needed to 

obtain results within 0.6 me V, or even fitteen expansion states to obtain results within 0.2 me V 

of more thorough calculations. The increase in expansion states slows down the calculations 

by a considerable amount, the time required to solve a matrix equation typically being 

proportional to the order to the power three. 

When calculating the cyclotron effective mass 

by using the same expansion method, Ando 

observed a similar slow convergsnee when 

applied to a heterojunction compared to the 

more rapid convergsnee when applied to 

quanturn wells [17]. His results that at least 

one hundred expansion states are required to 

achieve convergsnee however seems to 

indicate that the cyclotron effective mass is 

more sensitive to the number of expansion 

states than the quantisation energies. One 

explanation is that the cyclotron effective 

mass is solely determined by the 
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Fig.17: Heterojunction hh1 quantisation energy w.r.t. 
the Fermi level as a tunetion of the number of 
expansion states for 5. 1015 and 1016 holes m·2• 

bandcurvature at the Fermi-level, i.e. at relatively high kl. veetors where the interaction 

between the heavy and light hole bands is strenger than at the zone centre, whereas the 

densities are determined by the the total area in k-space under the Fermi-energy. 
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2.2 : Flat band quanturn wells 

The bandstructure of a 120 A quanturn welt with 150 meV high barriers was calculated tor a 

number of different growth directions, respectively [001], [110], [111], [310] and [311] 

(fig.18a .. e). All plots show E(k.J curves along two different in plane directions, [1 0] and [01] 

tor all but the [001] direction where [10] and [01] are equivalent. In the latter case the two 

directions are respectively chosen along [1 0] and [11 ]. All energy bands are double 

degenerate. 

The plots clearly show the limiting accuracy of a one band expansion model (a one band 

effective mass equation similar to the one employed tor the conduction band but with a 

different effective mass) in which the bands show a parabalie energy dependance. The results 

trom our tour band expansion model show that the bands influence each other significantly 

and can not be treated separately. lt tums out that the heavy and light hole statas effectively 

try to repel each other and prevent the bands to cross, causing the bands to deviate 

considerably trom parabclas at larger k.~..- All directions also show a considerable warping in 

the plane of the well especially in [11 0], limiting the accurracy of a spherical approach. 

We see that a change in growth direction not only changes the quantisation energies at the 

axis, but rather completely changes the bandstructure. Whereas the order of the bands is 

hh1/lh1/hh2 tor [001], [31 0] and [311], we see that lh1 and hh2 band have changed places tor 

[11 0] and [111 ]. The zone cent re effective mass, the band curvature at the k.L =Q, which results 

trom the interaction between the bands and hence depends of their position with respect to 

the other bands, therefore depends on the growth direction as well. For example we see that 

the light hole band exhibits a positive effective mass (hole-like mass) in [11 0] and [111] where 

it has a negative (electron-like) mass in all other growth directions. 

The calculated bandstructure tor the growth directions [001], [11 0] and [111] are in very good 

agreement with lkonié et al [21] who used the exact salution methad of [14] to solve the 

Luttinger Hamiltonian with boundary conditions. The close agreement supports our assumption 

that neglecting the boundary conditions does not have a significant effect on the calculated 

bandstructure, at least not at these relative high barriers where the barrier penetratien is 

relatively small. The validity of the [31 0] routines was confirmed by Meney [1 0] giving good 

agreement with his calculations tor a 100 A QW and an aluminium concentratien of 20% in 

the barriers (not shown). No raferences were found in which [311] calculations were 

presented. lt is believed that these are the first [311] results, [311] being of particular interest 

since recent developments in growth procedures haveprovedit to be possible to grow good 

quality 2DHG's on this crystallographic direction with mobilities as high as 663,000 cm2Ns 

[22]. 
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Fig. tB: Valenee band bandstructure fora flat band 120 A quanturn wel/ with 150 me V harriers. (a) {001} growth, 

(b) {110} growth, (c) {111] growth, (d) {310} growth and (e) {311] growth. (The ca/culations were performed using 

an expansion in ten heavy plus ten light hole states) 
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2.3: Flat band quanturn wells with an external electric field 

In the previous sectien we saw that all energy levels were double degenerate. This so called 

Kramers' -degeneracy is lifted in unsymmetric confining potentials, independent of the nature 

of the non-symmetricity. This can either be an external field modifying an essentially 

symmetrie potential, confining potantials formed by internal fields due to charge transfer as 

in for example heterojunctions or simply a non-symmetrically design (fig.19). 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig.19 : Structures lacking inversion symmetry due toa) an external e/ectric field, b) internat 
fie/ds due to charge, c) an unsymmetric design. 

One should however keep in mind that even in a symmetrical structure the Kramers' 

degeneracy is braken due to the lack of inversion symmetry of the unit lattice cells as for 

example the case in AIGaAs. The latter effect is however very small and can be neglected. 

Fig.20 shows the bandstructure of the same 

flat band [001]-grown 120 A quanturn well 

with 150 meV barriers as featured in fig.18a, 

now with an external applied electric field of 

60 kV/cm. We see that all previously double 

degenerata levels have split up. 

We expect this effect to be very important in 

heterojunctions where the internal electric 

field at the interface due to charge transfer is 

given by Poisson's law and of the sameorder 

of 60 kV/cm for hole densities of 5.1015 m·2
• 

Jlf'= [1 0] 

70 /= [11] 

0.01 0.02 
k [ÀA-1] 

0.03 

Fig.20 : Without inversion symmetry, here due to a 60 
kV/cm external e/ectric field, the degeneracy of each 
level is lifted. This is especial/y visible in the hh 1 level. 
(120A QW, 150 meV barriers, energy w.r.t. the bottorn 
of the wel/, 10 hh+ 10 lh expansion states) 
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2.4 : Self-consistent calculations 

Whereas in the previous sectien we have calculated the energy bands in heterostructures 

without charge, we will now extend our calculation to structures with charge. The inclusion of 

charge means that in addition to the Luttinger Hamiltonian, we now also have to solve the 

Poisson equation. Both equations are solved within a self-consistent approach as discussed 

in sectien 1.1 0. Typically one hundred iterations are needed before the eigenvalues have 

converged to 0.01 me V of a stabie value, limiting the number of expansion statestoabout ten 

in order to keep the required computer time within resonable limits (about one hour). The 

quanturn well calculations in this sectien were performed using ten heavy and ten light hole 

expansion states. The heterojunction calculations, which as we have seen show a slower 

convergence, were performed using fitteen heavy and fifteen light hole expansion states. After 

running the self-consistent routines, the bandstructure is made visible by a dedicated 

subprogram which uses the previously obtained potential. This subprogram does not have to 

perfarm the multiple iterations of the self-consistent Poisson-Schrödinger solver and is 

therefore less restricted to an upper limit of the expansion size. Converganee of the 

bandstructure was checked by camparing the results of the original expansion size to ones 

using a larger expansion. 

Very little literature is devotedonself-consistent valenee band calculations, most of the work 

being done on flat band structures. One of the very few articles that feature these calculations 

is by Ando [17], which describes such calculations on both heterojunctions as well as quanturn 

wells with occupied hole states. The first trials were performed to reproduce his results. 

Results tor a [001] heterojunction with a hole density n2oHG=5.1015 m-2
, a barrier hight Vb=222 

me V and a acceptor density nac= 5.1020 m-3 in the GaAs (which corresponds to a depletion 

concentratien of 1.1015 m-2 as the depletion length was about 2 IJ.m) are shown in fig.21 .. 23. 

These parameters are identical to the ones used by Ando. Fig.21 shows the rasuiting 

potential, the hole distribution and the hh1/lh1 and hh2 quantisation energies. Fig.22 shows 

the eerrasponding hh1/lh1 and hh2 E(kJ..) curves along the two in-plane directions [10] and 

[11 ]. We see that the Kramers' degeneracy is broken, as was to be expected in such an 

unsymmetric structure, causing each band to split up into two single degenerate bands. We 

will label the split-up bands as top and bottom, where the top one crosses (would cross) the 

Fermi energy at smallervalues of the in-plane momentum. Fig.23 shows energy contours of 

both split up hh1 bands, where the energy interval between adjescent AnP.rgy contours is 

chosen to be 1.0 me V. The Fermi-contour is included in addition. We see that the hh1 bands 

exhibits an considerable anisotropy, the effective mass in the [11] direction being much lower 

than in the [1 0] (and equivalent [01]) direction. We further see that the area in k-space 

covered by the Fermi energy is much smaller for the top hh1 band than the bottorn one. This 

is expressed by the hole distribution ratio over both levels, about 26 % of all holes being in 

the top hh1 level compared to 74% in the bottorn level. 
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and hh1, lh1 and hh2 quantisation energies for an 
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n2oHG=5.1015 m·2, a barrier hight Vb=222 meV and an 
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• Fig.22 : Calcu/ated bandstructure of the AlGaAs-GaAs 

heterojunct/on as defined in fig.21. E(kJ curves are 
shown along the two in-plane directions [10] and [11]. 
We see that the double degeneracy of each level is 
broken at non-zero kX'kY" 
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• Flg.23: Equi-energy plot in k-space of hh1 in the 
heterojunct/on defined in fig.21. Kramers' degeneracy is 
lifted in such a non-symmetrie structure, causing hh1 to 
split up into two single degenerate levels. We therefore 
obtain two sets of equi-energy contours, respectively of 
the top hh 1 and the bottom hh 1 level, each with its own 
cross-section of the Fermi level. The energy interval 
between adjescent energy contours is 1 me V. 
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Whereas the overall agreement with Ando is good, some ditterences can be spotted as well. 

We see that the lh1 and hh2 quantisation energies with respect to hh1 respectively ditter by 

1.0 and 1.3 me V, our val u es being lower. lt is believed that this is a result of one of the used 

approximations in the calculations. As discussed in sectien 1.1 0, we assume the hole 

distribution over space to be given by the hole distri bution of the hh 1 state corresponding to 

k.L=Q, which is given by its envelope tunetion squared. Every hole state with a particular k.L 

however has its own envelope tunetion associated and the actual hole distribution is therefore 

given by the sum of the individual distributions (each one normalised to one) of all occupied 

hole states. We do expect this approximation to be valid tor relatively low densities and 

rectangular confining potentials. For heterojunctions the situation however is a bit more 

complicated. 

Since the states associated with a higher energy are less localised in such a V-shaped 

potential and therefore extend over a wider area away trom the interface, we expect the real 

hole distribution to posess a Jonger tail at the right hand side. When we campare our hole 

distribution tunetion of fig.21 to the hole distribution of Ando then we see some slight evidence 

that the latter distribution extends a bit further to the right. Th is ditterenee between bath hole 

distributions can explain the ditterences in quantisation energies. The change in slope of the 

confining potential <j) is given by Poisson's equation (61 ), which expresses a proportional 

relation between the second derivative of <j) and the charge density. Inlegrating Poisson's 

equation over the 2DHG we obtain that the total change in the slope of <j) due to the holes only 

depends on the total charge, not on its spacial distribution. The absolute value of the potential 

however does depend on the hole distribution. A distribution more located near the interface 

(like ours) where the change in slope of <j) takes place nearer to the interface tends to shift 

down the potential teading to lower quantisation energies especially of the higher levels 

(fig.24). 

hh2-+--------::::o~,.....:;..---.--

····· ·····························:::~ ... >·' ... :::::::·.·.-.·::::::::: .................... . 
lh1 ........................ t::::·: ......................................................... . 
hh1 .................. -.:< ................................................................... . 

~ ~ .. 

Flg.24 : e effects on the confmmg potent1a and 
quantisation energies for a constant hole density but 
different spacial distribution. A distribution closer to the 
intelface leads to a lower confining potential and 
quantisation energies (dotted lines), especially tor the 
higher levels. 
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I I E,hl [meV] I Ehh2 [meV] I 
(a) 10.28 13.67 

(b) 13.80 19.80 

Table 1: lh1 and hh2 quantisation ener
gies with respect to hh 1 for a constant 
hole density of 5. 1015 m·2 but different 
hole distributions, a) hole distribution 
taken to be the hole distribution 
corresponding to the kJ. =.Q hh 1 state, 
b) corresponding to the kJ. =.Q lh 1 state. 



This effect was made visible by exchanging the normally employed hole distribution tunetion 

to a braader one. This was done by using the hole distribution of the k.L=Q state of the lh1 

band insteadof using the one corresponding to the hh1 band. One must however remember 

that the latter doesnothave any relation to reality since all occupied hole statesarein the hh1 

band. The procedure is merely intended to visualise the effects of our approximation. Table 

1 shows the rather dramatic change in quantisation energies, supporting our explanation of 

the ditterences in quantisation energies between our and Ando's results. 

Ando's paper offers a possiblity to check the self-consistent routines tor another type of 

structure, a quanturn well with occupied hole states. The results tor a [001] quanturn well with 

a hole density n2DHa=5.8 1015 m·2 , well width 94 A and a barrier higth of 83 me V are displayed 

in fig.25 .. 27. Although Ando's calculations were performed on a superlattics insteadof a single 

quantumwell, the relatively large separation between adjecent wells of 150 A effectively 

reduces the problem to a set of non-interacting single quanturn wells. 

Fig.25 shows the confining potential, hole distribution and the hh1/lh1 and hh2 quantisation 

energies tor the quanturn well case. We see that the charge associated with the holes 

changes the confining potential in the well trom flat to curved, following Poisson's equation. 

The same holds tor the barriers, which we re doped with 1.97 1 ~3 acceptars per cubic metre 

to supply the holes. Fig.25 shows the calculated bandstructure along the in plane directions 

[10] and [11]. Again we see that the hh1 band has a considerable anisotropy, the energy 

depending not only on the lengthof k.L but also on its direction, wheras lh1 and hh2 are almast 

sferical. This is shown even clearer in fig.27 which shows hh1 equi-energy contours in 

k-space. The energy interval between adjescent contours was set to 1.0 meV. The Fermi

energy was plotted in addition. These results are in very good agreement withAndo's results, 

even tor the higher quantisation energies which showed some deviations in the heteraju netion 

case. 
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.- Fig.25 : Ca/culated confining potential, hole distribution 
and hh 1, lh 1 and hh2 quantisation energies for a 94 A 
wide AlGaAs-GaAs single quanturn wel/ grown on {001]. 
Hole density was set to n20Hr;=5.8 1015 m·2, barrier hight 
Vb=B3 me V. The inside of the wel/ is undoped The zero 
point of energy is chosen at the Fermi level. 
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• Fig.26: Ca/culated bandstructure of the AlGaAs-GaAs 
quanturn wel/ as defined in fig.25. E(kJ curves are 
shown along the two in-plane directions {10] and {11]. 
The symmetry of the confining potentia/leads to double 
degenerata levels. 
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.- Fig.27 : Equi-energy plot in k-space of hh 1 in the 
quanturn wel/ defined in fig.25. All states corresponding 
to a particu/ar kJ. are double degenerate. The energy 
interval between two adjescent contours is set to 1 
me V. The Fermi contour is presenled as wel/. 
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2.5 : Modelling [311] devices. 

So far we have used our computer model to obtain results on either chargeless devices or 

devices with a prefixed amount of charge. We will now apply the model on some real grown 

structures and obtain theoretica! predictions of the charge density which will then be compared 

to measured data. lt is this option of making predictions trom first principles like hole/acceptor 

densities, structure dimensions and aluminium concentrations which adds to the value of the 

program, most programs mentioned in literature needing experimental values tor the hole 

density as an additional input. 

At the time of writing, net very long after starting the joint project with the Univarsity of 

Nottingham, only two [311] grown p-type samples had been preliminary characterised. The 

structure of these two samples, NU944 and NU1 076 which only ditter by their well widths of 

respectively 152.6 A and 203.5 A, is shown in fig.28. Very high rnabilties were observed in 

these samples, previously unprecedented and superior to the best [001] p-type devices, 

reflecting the high quality of these [311] structures. 

GaAs 169.6 A 

A10 .33Ga0 .6~S 801.3 A 

A10 .33Ga0.6~S 801.3 A 
nac = 5.1 023 m·3 

Quanturn well 

A10.33Ga0.67As-GaAs superlattice 1051.7 A 

GaAs substrata 2.03 J.t.m 

.- Fig.28 : Growth dimensions of the Nottingham 
samples NU944 and NU1 076, grown on {311 ]A semi
ins u lating GaAs substrates (the A designates the top 
layer of the substrate, being Ga). The wel/ width is 
152.6 A tor NU944 and 203.5 A tor NU1076. For 
both structures the superlattice consistsof alternating 
layers of 101.8 A A10.33Ga0.6 ;As and 33.9 A GaAs, 
starting and ending with an AlGaAs layer. 

The salt-consistent calculations were performed using the following parameters : the Luttinger 

parameters were set to the normally used y1=6.85/y2=2.1/y3=2.9, the surface potential was set 

to midgap, the acceptor levels were positioned at 30 meV above the valenee band, barrier 

se paratien length was taken L = 100 A and the number of expansion statas was set to ten 

heavy and ten light hole states. The error introduced by using this limited expansion were 

examined and proved to be completely negligible. The calculations were performed until 

converganee at dEmax=0.01 me V, which as discussed in sectien 1.10 means that the absolute 

change in eigenvalue in each iteration was kept within 2dEmax in the final stage of the iteration 

process. We therefore assume that the error caused by the limited iteration process is of the 

order 2dEmax· 
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The relatively large amount of acceptars compared to the hole density proved to completely 

cancel the influence of the surface potential on the density and the eigenstates. This can be 

explained quite easily. The large acceptor density farces the confining potential to go to its 

equilibrium position with no nett charge very close to the edge of the sample. The surface 

potential is therefore completely 'screened' by this equilibrium region and does not have any 

effect on the quanturn well region of the structure. 

Fig.29 and 30 show the calculated confinement potential and hole distribution for both 

samples, fig.31 and 32 the bandstructure and table 2 shows the calculated densities and 

quantisation energies plus the measured densities and mobilities. 

> 11 ...... 
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w 

-0.05 t--.--...-----,--~~-,.--.---l -o .05 +----,--..,-----..-..,.---.-..,.----.--1 
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z [À] 
200 300 -100 0 100 

z [À] 
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Fig.29: Calculated contining potential, and hole Fig.30: ldentical to tig.28, now tor NU1076. 
distribution tor NU 944. 

Calculated Measured 

Ehh1 Elh1 Ehh2 n2DHG n2DHG l.I. 
[me V] [me V] [me V] [1015m·~ [1 o,sm.2] [cm2!Vs] 

NU944 -1.12±0.02 6.63 9.22 0.71±0.02 0.54 663,000 

NU1076 -1.02±0.02 4.45 6.14 0.70±0.02 0.55 400,000 

ao1e ~: valcutarea nm, m1 ana nn~quanllsal/on energ1es (w.r.r. ene t-erm/level) ana no1e aenS/ly 
as wel/ as measured hole density and mobility [22]. 
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Fig.31 : Ca/culated bandstructure for NU944, E(k) Fig.32: Jdentical to fig.28, now for NU1076. 
curves are shown along the in plane directions [1 0} and 
{01]. The zero point of energy is set at the Fermi-Jevel. 

We see that the hh1 quantisation energy of NU944 (-1.12 eV) is lower than the hh1 

quantisation energy of NU1076 (-1.02 eV). This is a good example of the 'repulsion' of the 

bands as discussed in sectien 2.2. The repulsion between the bands is more effective in 

NU1 076 due tothesmaller energy separation between the different bands, which leadstoa 

flatter hh1 band in the latter sample and and a corresponding lower hh1/Fermi-energy 

separation while not changing the hole density. 

The hole densities obtained by experiment are in reasanabie agreement with experiment, the 

theoretica! predictions being about 30% higher than the experimental values. Whereas we 

would have expected the hole density of NU1076 to be higher than the density of NU944 due 

to its wider well and corresponding lower eigenstatas (closer to the bottorn of the well), a 

similar density was measured and calculated for both samples. Fig.29 and 30 show that the 

hh1 confinement on the right hand side has an electrastatic crigin rather than trom the band 

offset. Adding 50 A toto the well width therefore doesnothave a significant effect on the hole 

distribution and hh1 eigenlevels. The higher hole levels however do change, these changes 

should be observable in photoluminescence spectra. Unfortunately such data was notpresent 

at the time of writing. 
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Chapter 3 : Conclusions and recommendations 

lt was found that the expansion method is a very powertuil method to solve the Luttinger 

Hamiltonian. Overall, but especially for quantumwells, it allows tor very tast calculations 

without any restrictions on the shape of the confining potential. Results were in very good 

agreement with results publishad in the literature. These results also support the validity of our 

approximation to use equal Luttinger parameters throughout the sample for relatively high 

barriers (150 meV). This approximation is however to be expected to introduce errors tor 

smaller barriers where the barrier penetratien becomes larger. The magnitude of the 

introduced error is however unknown at the present time and needs to be investigated. Since 

the expansion method does not allow a position dependent mass, the only straightforward way 

to obtain some information about the introduced error is by solving flat band structures, which 

are relatively easily solvable, withand withoutour approximation and cernparing the results. 

Approximating the hole distribution by the hole distribution corresponding to the heavy hole 

state at kJ. as done in our routines, proved to introduce errors in the higher quantisation 

energies tor heterojunction structures. Unfortunately there was too little time to add a new 

procedure to the program to calculate the 'exact' hole distribution tunetion to make detailed 

comparisons between the two distributions possible. 

Whereas the surface states tor n-type samples are usually assumed to be at midgap, giving 

good agreement tor 2DEG self-consistent calculations, there is so far no knowledge about the 

position of the surface states tor p-type samples. Since the surface states tor n-type samples 

(being located above the Fermi-level) supply electrens whereas the surface states tor p-type 

samples supply holes, there is no need tor these surface states to be located at the same 

position. The two [311] samples investigated in this work showed no dependenee on the 

choice of surface state potential vsurf due toa equilibrium region (no nett charge) between the 

quanturn well and the surface resulting from a high doping concentratien at this position in the 

sample. Knowledge of the surface statepotentialis however needed when p-type structures 

with small surface channels and/or moderate doping are to be examined. Additional modelling 

and experiments on such structures should reveal information about the position of the surface 

states. 

For the two modelled [311] samples we found that the calculated hole densities were in quite 

reasonable agreement with measured densities, dittering by about 30% trom experimental 

values, verifying the program's capabilties to predict hole densities by only using growth 

parameters like sample geometry and impurity concentrations. Unfortunately no data was 

present to verify the calculated bandstructure. Standard Photoluminescence-Excitation (PL-E) 

can not only be used todetermine the hole quantisation energies but can even tag a IJ,mi) 

label to each band. The observation that the quantisation energies as well as the order of the 

heavy and light hole bands are growth direction dependent makes a PL-E study of similar 
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heterostructures grown in different orientations very interesting. Experimental verification of 

the theoretically obtained bandstructure at non-zero k.L, away trom the axis, is somewhat more 

difficult. lt has however recently been shown that one can measure the valenee subband 

dispersion, including warping, with meV accuracy by using PL-E to study radiative 

recombination of hot electrans at neutral acceptors. The latter makes the ultimate test tor our 

employed valenee band model. 

The valenee band model as it stands now can easily be extended to strained heterostructures, 

the inclusion of strain being very easy to implement, tor [001] it merely consists of adding 

strain-energy terms in the diagonal elements. This might be an interesting extension, 

especially when other less matched systems are to be considered. 
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Appendix 

Derivation of the Luttinger Hamiltonian for non-[1 00] growth 

In this appendix we will denve the Hamiltonians corresponding to the directions [11 0], [111 ], 

[31 01 and [311 1. In the denvation we will make use of equation (36), this way one merely has 

to perfarm the corresponding coordinate transformation on kx.v.z and Jx,y,z to obtain the 

Hamiltonian tor a particular growth direction. An alternative denvation of the [111 1 Hamiltonian 

compatible with the [001 1 denvation in the equations (37 . .41) will be presented in the next 

section. Bath methods, although being relatively easy, do however involve rather a lot of 

calculus. lt was therefore decided to let Mathematica, a computer program to do mathematics, 

perfarm the denvations. From now on all comments will be pnnted in italic. All text in a 

standard font is either Mathematica input or output directly copied trom Mathematica files. 

Note that we have set -'h2/2m0 to one (i.e. absorbedit trom all results) in this appendix. We 

have further used a slightly different notatien tor the new perpendicular set of k veetors in and 

labelled them k1..3 (k3 being parallel to the growth direction) instead of kx.v.z to distinguish them 

trom the veetors along the crystallographic x/y/z-axis kx.v.z· 

[110} -Growth 

Define the angular momenturn matrices 

c Sqrt [ 3 l I 2 i 
jO { {1,0,0,0},{0,1,0,0},{0,0,1,0},{0,0,0,1} }i 
j1 { {O,c I, 0,0},{-c 1,0,1,0},{0,-I,O,c 1},{0,0,-c 1,0} }i 
j2 { {O,c,O,O}, {c,0,1,0}, {0,1,0,c}, {O,O,c,O} }i 
j3 { {3/2,0,0,0}, {0,1/2,0,0}, {0,0,-1/2,0}, {0,0,0,-3/2} }i 

Pertorm a coordinate transformation. The new axis are [0,0,-1], [-1,1,0] and [1,1,0]: 

kx = - 1/Sqrt[2] k2 + 1/Sqrt[2] k3i 
ky = + 1/Sqrt[2] k2 + 1/Sqrt[2] k3i 
kz = - k1 

Same tor the matrices : 

jx = - 1/Sqrt[2] j2 + 1/Sqrt[2J j3i 
jy = + 1/Sqrt[2] j2 + 1/Sqrt[2] j3i 
jz = - j1 

Rewrite Luttinger's Hamiltonian tor the new veetors and matrices. We have absorbed the 
term -~2/2m0 in our detinition of the Hamiltonian. 

h= ( y1 + 5/2 y2 ) (kx"2 +ky"2 +kz"2) j 0 -
2 y2 (kx"2 jx.jx + ky"2 jy.jy + kz"2 jz.jz) -
2 y3 ( kx ky (jx.jy+jy.jx) + ky kz (jy.jz + jz.jy) + kz kx(jz.jX+jx.jz) }i 

Output to screen : Hhh' Hlh, L and M : 

Hhh = h [ [ 1 , 1] ] i 
Apart[%] i 
Cancel[%] 

Hlh = h [ [ 2, 2]] i 
Apart[%] i 
Cancel[%] 

L = h[[1,2]]; 
Apart[% 1 i 
Cancel[%] 
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M = h([1,3)); 
Apart[%); 
Cancel(%] 

Hbb : 

2 
k1 

2 
k1 

L : 

(y1 + y2) + 

(y1 - y2) + 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 k2 y1 + 2 k3 y1 - k2 y2 - k3 y2 + 3 k2 y3 - 3 k3 y3 

2 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 k2 y1 + 2 k3 y1 + k2 y2 + k3 y2 - 3 k2 y3 + 3 k3 y3 

2 

-2 Sqrt[3) k3 (k2 y2 + I k1 y3) 

M: 
2 2 2 2 2 

Sqrt(3] (2 k1 y2 - k2 y2 - k3 y2 - 4 I k1 k2 y3 - k2 y3 + k3 y3) 

2 

The results are in full agreement with Meney {10]. 

[111] -Growtll 

The only changes in input are new transformations, the new veetors are now chosen 
along {1,1,-2], {-1,1,0], {1,1,1] : 

kx 1/Sqrt[G) k1 - 1/Sqrt[2J k2 + 1/Sqrt[3) k3; 
ky 1/Sqrt[G) k1 + 1/Sqrt[2) k2 + 1/Sqrt(3J k3; 
kz - Sqrt[2/3) k1 + 1/Sqrt[3) k3; 

jx 1/Sqrt[G) j1 - 1/Sqrt[2) j2 + 1/Sqrt(3J j3; 
jy 1/Sqrt[G] j1 + 1/Sqrt[2) j2 + 1/Sqrt[3) j3; 
jz - Sqrt[2/3) j1 + 1/Sqrt[3) j3; 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
k1 y1 + k2 y1 + k3 y1 + k1 y3 + k2 y3 - 2 k3 y3 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
k1 y1 + k2 y1 + k3 y1 - k1 y3 - k2 y3 + 2 k3 y3 

L 
2 2 2 I (k1 - I k2) k3 (2 y2 + y3) 

I Sqrt[-) (k1 + I k2) (y2 - y3) - ------------------------------
3 Sqrt[3) 

M: 
2 

8 (k1 - I k2) (y2 + 2 y3) 
Sqrt[-) (k1 + I k2) k3 (-y2 + y3) + ------------------------

3 Sqrt[3) 

Again in full agreement with Meney {10]. 

[310]-Growtll 

The veetors are now chosen along {0,0,-1], [-1,3,0] and [3,1,01 

kx - 1/Sqrt[10) k2 + 3/Sqrt[10) k3; 
ky + 3/Sqrt[10) k2 + 1/Sqrt[10) k3; 
kz -k1 

jx - 1/Sqrt[10) j2 + 3/Sqrt[10) j3; 
jy + 3/Sqrt[10) j2 + 1/Sqrt[10) j3; 
jz -j1 
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2 2 2 2 2 
k1 (y1 + y2) + (50 k2 y1 + 50 k3 y1 + 23 k2 y2 + 72 k2 k3 y2 - 73 k3 y2 + 

2 2 
27 k2 y3 - 72 k2 k3 y3 - 27 k3 y3) I 50 

2 2 2 2 2 
k1 (y1 - y2) + (50 k2 y1 + 50 k3 y1 - 23 k2 y2 - 72 k2 k3 y2 + 73 k3 y2 

2 2 
27 k2 y3 + 72 k2 k3 y3 + 27 k3 y3) I 50 

L : 
2 2 2 

(2 Sqrt[3) (-6 k2 y2 - 9 k2 k3 y2 + 6 k3 y2 t 6 k2 y3 - 25 I k1 k3 y3 -

2 
16 k2 k3 y3- 6 k3 y3)) I 25 

M : 
2 2 2 

(Sqrt[3) (50 k1 y2 - 41 k2 y2 - 24 k2 k3 y2 - 9 k3 y2 - 100 I k1 k2 y3 -

2 2 
9 k2 y3 + 24 k2 k3 y3 + 9 k3 y3)) I 50 

We see that the matrix elements tor [31 0]-growth are relatively large and look much more 

complicated to the ones derived tor [1 00], [11 0] and [111 ]. Th is was however to be suspected 

since [310] is missing the symmetry with respect to the Px,y,z functions which was present tor 
the other growth directions. Meney however quotes a much easier form tor the [31 0] direction. 

After having checked our matrix element Hhh by the alternative method featured in (37 .. 41) 

now for [31 0] with the same result, it was concluded that the above equations are valid. lt is 

thought that Meney has either performed a unitary transformation on the matrix, changing the 

matrix but not the eigenvalues, to obtain his [31 0] Hamiltonian or estimated the effect of the 

various elements and neglected not relevant terms. 

Since the formerly not present terms ~Is in the diagonal elements Hhh and H1h would have 

required the calculation of additional inner products and a rewriting of the routines, it was 

decided that it was favourable to rewrite the equations to Meney's form. Additional evidence 

that it is compatible with the above was obtained by rewriting our elements to: 
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L=2J3[ -Î'f3k1k.t- ~ (2y2+3y:JA2k.t] 

-2J3[_.Ê_(y2-y:J(/cf -k.J~--1 (y2-y:JA2k.t] 
25 25 

M=1y2k1
2 -2ik1A2y3- ~ (4y2+y:J~] 

- ~[(y2-y:J(~+9k:-24A2k.J] 

lf we neglect all terms which contain the term (y2-y3) we obtain Meney's results. This is actually 

a very good approximation since y2 and y3 are quite similar in GaAs, respectively 2.1 and 2.9. 

Most of these terms are therefore of the magnitude of just a tew percent of the dominant 

terms and only have a minor contribution. One should hold in mind that neglecting the terms 

(y2-y3)~2 in Land M is a little bit more ditticuit to justify due tothetact that ~. the momenturn 

in the growth direction, is much larger than k, and ~- lnclusion of these terms however did 

not have a large inttuenee (table 3) and can safety be neglected. For [31 0], we will therefore 

adopt Meney's Hamiltonian : 

K, [À",] Ehh1 [meV] E,h, [meV] Ehh2 [meV] 

w.o. with w.o. with w.o. with 

0.000 4.64 4.54 18.01 18.07 18.50 18.12 

0.015 8.88 8.61 14.25 14.09 30.19 30.03 

0.030 13.06 12.74 21.43 20.81 40.07 39.72 

able 3: l=(k) results usmg Meneys [370} Hamlitoman Whlch does notteature tl e terms 
proportial to fy2~aJkf in the elements L and M, and results with inclusion of these 
terms. We see that inclusion only eaus es a minor change in energy and therefore can 
be neglected. The calculations were performed on a 120 A OW with 150 me V barriers. 
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{311]-Growtb 

The veetors are now chosen along [0,1,-1], [-2,3,3] and [3,1,11 

kx = - 21Sqrt[22] k2 + 31Sqrt[11] k3; 
ky = 11Sqrt[2] k1 + 31Sqrt[22] k2 + 11Sqrt[11] k3; 
kz =-11Sqrt[2] k1 + 31Sqrt[22] k2 + 11Sqrt [11] k3; 

jx = 21Sqrt[22] j2 + 31Sqrt[11] j3; 
jy = 11Sqrt[2] j1 + 31Sqrt[22] j2 + 11Sqrt[11] j3; 
jz =-11Sqrt[2] j1 + 31Sqrt[22] j2 + 11Sqrt[11] j3; 

912 
9 2 k2 k3 (y2 - y3) 2 2 2 2 
---------------------- + (121 k1 y1 + 121 k2 y1 + 121 k3 y1 + 88 k1 y2 + 

121 

2 2 2 2 2 
40 k2 y2 - 128 k3 y2 + 33 k1 y3 + 81 k2 y3 - 114 k3 y3) I 121 

Hlh 

912 
9 2 k2 k3 (-y2 + y3) 2 2 2 2 
----------------------- + (121 k1 y1 + 121 k2 y1 + 121 k3 y1 - 88 k1 y2 

121 

2 2 2 2 2 
40 k2 y2 + 128 k3 y2 - 33 k1 y3 - 81 k2 y3 + 114 k3 y3) I 121 

L : 
2 2 2 

Sqrt[54] (11 k1 + 22 I k1 k2 + 5 k2 - 16 k3 ) (-y2 + y3) 

121 

2 I 
Sqrt[3] k3 (22 k1 y2 - 54 I k2 y2 + 99 k1 y3 - 67 I k2 y3) 

121 

M: 

312 
6 (-11 I k1 + 3 k2) k3 (y2 - y3) 
----------------------------------- + 

121 

2 2 2 2 
(Sqrt[3] (11 k1 y2 - 198 I k1 k2 y2 + 5 k2 y2 - 16 k3 y2 + 110 k1 y3 -

2 2 
44 I k1 k2 y3- 126 k2 y3 + 16 k3 y3)) I 121 

-

We again obtain a rather nasty set of elements Hhh, H1h, L and M due to the highly 
unsymmetric direction with respect to Px.y,z· To make it compatible with our methad of solving 
the Hamiltonian, we have to makesome approximations to the elements Hhh and H1h as was 
the case in [31 0]. We will neglect the presence of the terms (y2-y3)~1s in the diagonal 
elements, which is valid since its magnitude is of the order of a tew percent compared to the 

~2 and ls2 terms. Although we could follow the approach of [31 0] and simplify Land M as well 
by removing terms with negligible effects, we will use the tuil elements of L and M. We 
therefore end up with solving the following [311] Hamiltonian : 
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2i{3 
L=-~(22y2+99y~k1 k:,-i(54y2+67y~kzk:,] 121l 

{54 2 • 2 2 
--(y2-y~(11k1 +22iJGkz+5k2 -16kj) 

121 

Alternative derivation of the [111] Hamiltonian. 

As already mentioned in section 1.6, the above denvation of the Hamiltonians is not very 

instructive. We will therefore repeat the derivation of the [111] Hamiltonian in the alternative 

way already used to derive the [100] Hamiltonian (equations 37 . .41). 

To do this derivation, we need to know the form of the eigenstales IJ,m) with J quantised 

along the [111] direction. Th is set of eigenstales can tor example be found in LD.Laude et 

al. [23], 

Hhh• H1h, L and M are now respectively given by the inner products {3/2,3/21 H0+H' 1312,3/2), 

{3/2, 1/2IH0+H' 13/2, 1/2}, {3/2,3/2IH0+H' 13/2, 1/2} and {3/2,3/2IH0+H' 13/2,-1/2} where the 

elements {aiH0+H' 1m (a,P=X,Y,Z) are given by (38). The results than need to be rewritten 

in terms of the new base veetors corresponding to [111 ]. Again Mathematica was used to 

derive the matrix elements. 
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Define the inner products (af H0+H' /~) (a, ~=X, Y, Z). 

XHX a kxA2 + b (kyA2 + kzA2); 
XHY c kx ky; 
XHZ c kx kz; 
YHX c kx ky; 
YHY a kyA2 + b (kxA2 + kzA2); 
YHZ c ky kz; 
ZHX c kx kz; 
ZHY c ky kz; 
ZHZ a kzA2 + b (kxA2 + kyA2); 

Define the relation between a,b,c and the Luttinger parameters. Again we absorb the 
term -11 2 /2m0 • 

a = yl + 4 y2; 
b = yl - 2 y2 i 
c = 6 y3; 

Coordinate transformation, the new veetors arealong [1,1,-2], [-1,1,0] and [1,1,1]. 

kx = 1/Sqrt[6) kl -1/Sqrt[2) k2 +1/Sqrt[3) k3; 
ky = 1/Sqrt[6) kl +1/Sqrt[2) k2 +l/Sqrt[3) k3; 
kz =-Sqrt[2/3) kl +1/Sqrt[3) k3; 

Define the eigenstate ( 3/2,3!2/. Definition : 
( 3/2, 3!2/ = al x1' + bl YÎ + cl z Î + dl x.J. + el y.j. + fl z.j. 

al=( l+I/Sqrt[3])/2; 
bl=(-l+I/Sqrt[3])/2; 
cl= - I/Sqrt[3) 
dl=O; 
el=O; 
fl=O; 

Calculate Hhh = ( 3/2,3!2/H0+H'/3!2,3/2). 

Hhh=Conjugate[al) 
Conjugate [bl) 
Conjugate [cl) 

Apart[%); 
Cancel[%) 

al XHX + bl XHY + cl XHZ ) + 
al YHX + bl YHY + cl YHZ ) + 
al ZHX + bl ZHY + cl ZHZ); 

Define the eigenstate (3/2,1!2/. Similar definition as employed before. 

a2=Sqrt [2) /3; 
b2=Sqrt [2) /3; 
c2=Sqrt[2)/3; 
d2=( Sqrt[3)+I)/6; 
e2=(-Sqrt[3)+I)/6; 
f2=-I/3 i 

Calculate H1h = ( 3/2,1!2/H0+H'/3!2,1/2). 

Hlh=Conjugate[a2) 
Conjugate[b2) 
Conjugate[c2) 
Conjugate[d2) 
Conjugate[e2] 
Conjugate[f2) 

Expand[%); 
Cancel[%) 

a2 
a2 
a2 
d2 
d2 
d2 

XHX + 
YHX + 
ZHX + 
XHX + 
YHX + 
ZHX + 

b2 XHY + c2 
b2 YHY + c2 
b2 ZHY + c2 
e2 XHY + f2 
e2 YHY + f2 
e2 ZHY + f2 

Calculate L = ( 3/2,3!2/H0 +H'/3!2,1/2). 

L =Conjugate[al) a2 XHX + b2 XHY + c2 
Conjugate [bl) a2 YHX + b2 YHY + c2 
Conjugate[cl) a2 ZHX + b2 ZHY + c2 
Conjugate[dl) d2 XHX + e2 XHY + f2 
Conjugate[el] d2 YHX + e2 YHY + f2 
Conj u ga te [ fl) d2 ZHX + e2 ZHY + f2 

Expand[%); 
Cancel[%) 

XHZ ) + 
YHZ ) + 
ZHZ) + 
XHZ ) + 
YHZ ) + 
ZHZ ); 

XHZ ) + 
YHZ ) + 
ZHZ) + 
XHZ ) + 
YHZ ) + 
ZHZ ); 
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Define the eigenstate (3/2,-1!2/. Similar definition as employed before. 

a3=( Sqrt[3]-I}/6; 
b3=(-Sqrt[3]-I}/6; 
c3=II3; 
d3=Sqrt [2] /3; 
e3=Sqrt[2]/3; 
f3=Sqrt[2]/3; 

Calculate M = ( 3/2,3!2/H0+H'/3!2,-1/2). 

M =Conjugate[al] 
Conjugate[bl] 
Conjugate[cl] 
Conjugate[dl] 
Conjugate[el] 
Conjugate[fl] 

Expand[%]; 
Cancel[%] 

a3 
a3 
a3 
d3 
d3 
d3 

XHX + b3 
YHX + b3 
ZHX + b3 
XHX + e3 
YHX + e3 
ZHX + e3 

XHY + c3 
YHY + c3 
ZHY + c3 
XHY + f3 
YHY + f3 
ZHY + f3 

XHZ } + 
YHZ } + 
ZHZ} + 
XHZ } + 
YHZ } + 
ZHZ }; 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
kl yl + k2 yl + k3 yl + kl y3 + k2 y3 - 2 k3 y3 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
kl yl + k2 yl + k3 yl - kl y3 - k2 y3 + 2 k3 y3 

L : 
2 2 8 2 2 4 I kl k3 y2 

I Sqrt[-] kl y2 - Sqrt[-] kl k2 y2 - I Sqrt[-] k2 y2 - ------------ -
3 3 3 Sqrt [3] 

4 k2 k3 y2 2 2 8 2 2 
---------- - I Sqrt[-] kl y3 + Sqrt[-] kl k2 y3 + I Sqrt[-] k2 y3 -
Sqrt [3] 3 3 3 

2 I kl k3 y3 2 k2 k3 y3 

Sqrt[3] Sqrt[3] 

M: 

2 2 
kl y2 2 I kl k2 y2 k2 y2 8 8 

- ------- + ------------ + ------- + Sqrt[-J kl k3 y2 + I Sqrt[-] k2 k3 y2 
Sqrt[3] Sqrt[3) Sqrt[3] 3 3 

2 2 
2 kl y3 4 I kl k2 y3 2 k2 y3 8 8 
-------- + ------------ + -------- - Sqrt[-] kl k3 y3 - I Sqrt[-] k2 k3 y3 
Sqrt[3] Sqrt[3] Sqrt[3] 3 3 

-

All elements are in agreement with the previously derived elements, apart trom a phase factor 
-1 in the element M. This doesn't have any influence on the physics and the results since it 
originates trom our particular choice of phase factor in the states IJ,m). 
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